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1
. Introduction of adiabatic
In CMOS circuit dominant source of power dissipation is
due to the switching operation. During the switching
operation power is dissipated in charging or discharging
the parasitic capacitances during the voltage transition of
the nodes.[4] A node capacitance CL is charged from 0 to
Vdd,
and
an
amount

Fig. l the supply V , swings gradually from 0 to Vdd
.[20],[21]. CLVdd/2 is stored in load capacitances.[16]The
energy which was stored in output load capacitance is
dissipated in NMOS transistor in charge down phase.in
conducting PMOS transistor, and other half energy i.e.
One can reduce this The peak current can be significantly
reduced by ensuring uniform charge transfers over the
entire available time.of Vdd (=CLVdd/2) energy drawn
from the supply. In charge up phase one half of this
energy i.e. . CLVdd/2 is dissipated as heat Due to this there
will be very little voltage drop across the channel of
PMOS transistor, and hence very small amount of energy
is dissipated.[1], [5], [6], [7], [9] A simple method to estimate
the power dissipation in this case is:

Fig1:Adiabatic Switching Principle
2.Conventional CMOS:
Conventional CMOS dissipates high power which is not
desirable for portable devices. In this a constant power
supply is used since power can not be reused. To
overcome these problems adiabatic is developed with
thermodynamics principle. devices but this affects the
driving capability and speed.[11]In adiabatic switching for
charge up phase, the output load is charged very slowly
compared to its’ time constant such that the voltage drop
across the switching PMOS transistor is very small. [25]In
this way the energy dissipation which occurs due to the
finite rate of change of driving voltage is
decreased[.8],[10]and physical capacitance. But there is a
limitation, while reducing Vdd, sub threshold leakage
current increases.[12] Physical capacitances may be
decreased by reducing the sizes ofswitching energy
dissipation by reducing the supply voltage In charge
down phase instead of ejecting the charge to ground in
each clock cycle, circuit is designed so that the charge
can flow back to the power clock.[26],[28] In the circuit of
Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

Fig2:Conventional NAND Gate
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Fig4: GFCAL NAND Gate
Fig3:Simulation Waveform
3.Logic Families:
3.1.GFCAL:
Glitch free cascadable adiabatic logic (GFCAL) circuit
by replacing the triangular power supply with sinusoidal
and trapezoidal power supplies (that control the charging
and discharging of the capacitive load) and by sizing of
transistors.[23] A simulative investigation and performance
analysis of proposed approach based on GFCAL NAND
gate. Circuit have also been done.[17] The triangular power
supply produces very large delay at the outputs of
GFCAL circuits thus it will be very difficult to cascade
larger circuits. A solution to provide cascadability is
optimization of the delay.[13],[14]

Fig5:Simulation Waveform
3.2.PFAL:
PFAL use power clock instead of normal one as it is also
used to energize the logic networks i.e. no extra dc power
source is used and time varying ac signal is uses to
actuate the circuit elements along with the clock in
control.[2] In PFAL 4 phase clock is uses namely ideal,
evaluate, hold, recover stages, Ideal stage is inherently
used for pipeline of different stages during evaluation
phase the logic is evaluated as per the unit vectors which
is kept retained during the hold stage.[3],[15] Charge is
Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad
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recovered back but PFAL does not provide full recovery
of charge and hence it is considered as partial recove
recovery
adiabatic logic family.[19]

Fig8:
ig8: Graph Representation of Power Dissipation vs
Frequency
Fig6:PFAL NAND Gate

Fig7:Simulation Waveform
4.Comparision of CMOS and Adiabatic Logic
circuits:[18]
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Frequency
(MHz)

Static
CMOS
(µW)

GFCAL
logic(µW)

PFAL
logic (µW)

[]25

1.9138

1.1105

1.1655

50

3.8275

1.1007

1.4141

100

7.6543

0.932

1.4532

125

9.4858

0.817

1.6039

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have observed that replacement of dc
supply with the power clock supply reduces the power
consumption of adiabatic circuit. It is concluded that
GFCAL based circuit with sinusoidal and trapezoidal
power clocks have very less delay than the triangular
power clock based circuits with a very small incremented
power dissipation however overall power dissipation is
very less compared to conventional CMOS circuits.
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Abstract- Minimization of power dissipation is one of
the major concerns in making any electronic device
portable. Although there has been significant decrease
in circuit operating voltages yet noticeable amount of
power is lost in switching circuits. An answer to this
never ending need of low power design has been given
by adiabatic logic design. The adiabatic switching
technique reuses the energy stored in the capacitances
which is otherwise lost as heat. The loss of power is
reduced by the use of time varying clock. This paper
talks of the adiabatic logic design of inverter using
different adiabatic logic families.
Keywords: power dissipation, low power design,
adiabatic logic design, adiabatic switching technique,
time varying clock.
1.INTRODUCTION
The need of reduction in power dissipation in
digital systems is gaining attention and importance as
the demand of portable electronic devices is increasing.
Factors such as battery life, weight and size depend on
the power dissipation that occurs in the circuit.
Increasing demands for low power designs has inspired
the engineers to explore new methods in VLSI design
in order to enhance the performance and capabilities of
these systems. As circuit elements are getting smaller
and circuit densities are growing, the problem of power
dissipation minimization has become a real matter of
concern. Power dissipation is mainly concerned with
the switching that takes place in the transistors. This
power dissipation is directly proportional to the input
voltage squared (Vdd2). Therefore one of the ways of
reducing the power dissipation is to scale down the
power supply. Although this definitely reduces the
power loss, yet some power will be lost for every
erased bit. This is governed by Launder’s principle.
Even though the magnitude is not so large as far as
single transistor is concerned, one should not forget
that modern era microprocessors and other integrated
circuits make use of hundreds of millions of the
transistors. Thus it is important for devices to make
proper and wise use of the available energy. Some of
the techniques in reducing power dissipation in
conventional CMOS circuits other than reduction in
the supply voltage include reduction in output
capacitances, switching frequencies and shrinkage in
transistor size. However transistor size shrinkage could
not give significant benefits in energy dissipation.
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2.BACKGROUND
Adiabatic logic design which is also known as
energy recovery circuitry is a new approach in
designing of VLSI circuits with low power dissipation
which ideally performs as a reversible thermodynamic
process with no loss or gain of energy. Reversible logic
is a calculation approach in which the information that
is no longer required is not allowed to dissipate as heat,
rather saved so that the operations could be undone
latter. It uses the basic energy and charge conservation
principle in power dissipation reduction. Adiabatic
switching operates by creating minute changes in
energy levels in circuits, ideally leading in no power
losses.
Power dissipation in CMOS transistors
mainly takes place due to switching activities of the
devices and can become easily understandable by
studying CMOS inverter as shown in figure 1(a) and
1(b).

Fig. 1(a). Conventional CMOS logic gate with pull up
and pull down network

Fig. 1(b). CMOS inverter
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The inverter consists of two transistors namely pull up
and pull down transistors. These two transistors are
nothing but pmos and nmos respectively. They are
connected to the output capacitor having capacitance
C. Here this capacitor acts as the fan out to the
inverter. Figure 2 shows the equivalent simplified
circuit of the CMOS inverter where R represents the
channel resistance.

minimized. Therefore the dissipated energy can be
calculated as
Ediss=Pt=(CVdd/t)2RCt
(6)
where t is the charging time. If this charging time is
made infinitely long, from the equation (6) it can be
inferred that the amount of energy dissipated will
reduce to zero. The dissipated energy is directly
proportional to the resistance. Thus the energy loss can
be significantly reduced if this resistance decreases.
3. POWER CLOCK
Maximum part of the energy is lost during the
rising edge of the square signal because at this stage
the charge flows all of a sudden. If the clock is made as
much linear as possible, depending on the logic family,
the loss of energy can be minimized. Since the
oscillator functions as power supply as well as clock, it
is referred to as power clock.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of CMOS inverter

Fig. 3. Voltages at input, capacitor and resistance of
equivalent circuit
The energy dissipated in the above given circuit can be
calculated as
Eapp=CVdd2
(1)
When the voltage changes from 0 to Vdd then the
amount of current flowing through the circuit is
calculated as
i(t)=(Vdd2/R)e-t/RC
(2)
and the power used is
P(t)=(Vdd2/R)e-2t/RC
(3)
The energy stored in the capacitor C can be obtained
by integrating the power over time and can be given as
Estored=CVdd2/2
(4)
From equation (4) it can be inferred that of the entire
power supply half of the energy is stored in the
capacitor while the other half is lost as heat across the
resistance R during the charge cycle. The energy stored
in the capacitor is lost during the discharge cycle. In
order to minimize the power dissipation one should
look towards the minimization of the energy lost in the
transistor network. If f is the frequency needed to drive
the circuit and T is the time period then the total power
that is supplied to the circuit is calculated as
Papp=Eapp/T=CVdd2/T
(5)
If the charging is done at the lower frequency f using a
constant current source, the wastage of energy can be

Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

Fig. 4. Single phase trapezoidal clock
One of the basic adiabatic oscillators take trapezoidal
shape which consists of four stages namely charge,
evaluate, discharge and idle. The output capacitor gets
charged during the charging stage, output is evaluated
during the evaluation stage, capacitor gets discharged
in adiabatic manner during discharge stage and the
power clock is maintained at GND during the idle
stage.
4. ADIABATIC LOGIC FAMILIES
Adiabatic logic families can be basically
classified into two parts:
Fully Adiabatic: This family operates quite slowly and
almost entire input energy is retrieved back.
Partially (Quasi) Adiabatic: In this family some part of
the energy is recovered while some portion is lost in
non adiabatic operations.
Adiabatic families can also be classified into two parts
depending on the charge recovery:
 With diodes.
 Without diodes.
4.1 Adiabatic families with diodes
4.1.1. Adiabatic dynamic logic family (ADCL):
Though similar to conventional CMOS inverter, yet
this family shows differences from the conventional
inverter. One of the major differences is the power
clock is applied at the power supply. The diode is
represented through it’s equivalents which are nmos
and pmos equivalents. The power clock is single phase
sinusoidal pulse and is connected to ground connection
as well. When the power clock swings from high to
low, then it is called discharge phase and when the
power clock swings from low to high it is called
charging phase. If the input switches from low to high
then the output follows the power clock during the
discharge. This leads to the recovery of charge stored
in the capacitor into the circuit. During the charging
phase when the input switches from high to low, the
output again follows the power clock and changes until
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the power clock attains the value equal to V dd. The
speed of operation of this family is inversely
proportional to the number of gates, thus this family is
not suitable in implementation of larger circuits. This
is one of the major drawbacks of ADCL family.

Fig. 5 Schematics of ADCL Inverter
Two phase dynamic CMOS logic family is
the family which overcomes certain disadvantages of
the ADCL family. The setup of 2PADCL is similar to
that of ADCL with a difference that it uses two
complementary power clocks connected at each end of
the circuit. The operating speed of this family is greater
than that of ADCL because the next stage of this
family does not have to wait for the output from the
current stage.
4.2 Adiabatic families without diodes:
4.2.1 1n1p: This family of adiabatic circuits is
independent of diodes and is quasi adiabatic logic
family. Its setup is similar to that of the conventional
CMOS inverter but the difference arises when it uses
single phase sinusoidal driver that oscillates between
Vdd and GND. The nmos turns ON when the applied
input is high and the corresponding output inverts and
becomes low. When the input turns out to be low, the
corresponding output then rises and reaches the
maximum value of the power clock, say Vpc. The
charge stored in the capacitor is recovered when the
power clock ramps down from Vpc and the output
follows it. One of the major drawbacks of this family is
that it cannot be used in pipelining because the next
stage will not give reliable output if the input changes.
Thus care should be taken that the input remains
constant while the computation of the output so as to
obtain reliable data at the output.

Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

Fig. 6. Schematics of 1n1p inverter
4.2.2. 2n2p: This logic family consists of two nmos
and two pmos. This family accepts two inputs where
one of the inputs is the complementary of the other and
gives two outputs such that one of the outputs is
complementary of the other. The power clock used in
this family is four phase trapezoidal clock. The
beginning of the clock takes place from the reset stage.
The inputs are kept low at this instant and the
corresponding outputs obtained are complementary.
The high output ramps down adiabatically because it is
managed by the low output through a pmos transistor.
The evaluation of the inputs happen during the wait
stage of the power clock and the corresponding output
is provided with GND values. Since the upper half and
both the outputs are held at GND, the output values do
not change anymore. During the evaluate stage the
outputs get evaluated on the basis of the resolved
inputs. At the end of the evaluate stage the two outputs
become complementary of each other. One of the two
stages remain at the GND by the nmos while the other
gets charged up via pmos.

Fig. 7. Schematics of 2n2p Inverter
4.2.3. 2n-2n2p: This family is similar to that of 2n2p
with the variation that it consists of two nmos
transistors that are cross coupled and added in parallel
to the two nmos transistors. The working of this family
is same as that of 2n2p family. The presence of the
new nmos proves to be advantageous as it eliminates
the floating nodes of the circuit. Consequently, it
restricts the leakage of charger. But it has certain
disadvantages as well one of them being preventing the
circuit from saving energy at the frequencies above
100MHz.
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result the complemented output gets adiabatically
charged. P3 and P4 enter into non-conducting state
when Vpc becomes greater than the difference between
Vrp and Vtp. Once P3 and P4 turn off, the output
becomes stable and does not varies if there is any
variation in the input.
The operation of nmos TSEL is similar to that
of pmos TSEL. Nmos TSEL operates in charge and
evaluate phase. This family is more power efficient
than any other family.

Fig. 8 Schematics of 2n-2n2p
4.2.4. Pass Transistor Adiabatic Logic: PAL is fully
adiabatic family. PAL is also a variation of 2n2p
family with a slight difference. The lower node of the
circuit is connected to power clock, unlike the 2n2p
family where it is connected to GND. It has certain
advantages over 2n2p logic family as it uses two phase
power clock which makes the implementation easier
and is more power efficient.

Fig. 10. Schematics of PMOS-TSEL

5.SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 9. Schematics of PAL Inverter
4.2.5. True Single Phase Energy Recovery Logic:
TSEL is a quasi adiabatic logic family. It is similar to
2n-2n2p family. This family uses single phase
sinusoidal power clock. TSEL inverters make use of
reference voltages that work as bias voltages (Vrp,Vrn).
This is the distinct characteristic of this family. The
pmos TSEL inverter operates in two stages, namely
discharge and evaluate. During the discharge stage the
energy stored in the output nodes gets recovered.
When this stage begins then the power clock is high,
and as it ramps down it is observed that both the
outputs are pulled toward the threshold voltage of the
pmos, Vtp. This transition is adiabatic when the
difference between Vtp and Vrn is greater than Vpc.
During the evaluation phase if the input is low, at the
beginning Vpc is low which gradually starts rising and
consequently P3 and P4 turn on, resulting in the
switching on of P1 and P2. Until Vpc is less than
difference between Vrp and Vtp P3 and P4 remain in
conducting state. The cross coupled pmos amplify the
difference between the two outputs. As soon as the
output becomes greater than Vpc, P1 switches off as a
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Fig.11. Simulation results of ADCL
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Fig. 12. Simulation result 1n1p

Fig. 13. Simulation result of 2n2p

Fig.14. Simulation result 2n-2n2p

Fig. 15. Simulation result of PAL

Fig.16. Simulation result of PMOS-TSEL
5. CONCLUSION
This paper gives the introduction of a new
methodology used in low power design of inverter.
Firstly the study of conventional CMOS has been done
during which it was realized that dynamic losses i.e.,
the losses due to switching are the major causes of
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power dissipation in CMOS inverter. Power loss
becomes a major issue of concern when increased chip
density is the aim. Adiabatic logic is a power saving
technique which can be implemented in design of chips
with high chip density. This paper explains the logic
behind adiabatic switching and provides the brief
knowledge of various adiabatic logic families that have
been classified on the basis of the use of diodes. The
advantages of these families over each other have been
discussed in this paper.
6.FUTURE WORK:
Future work includes the implementation and
analysis of TSEL inverters and comparison of TSEL
inverter with conventional CMOS and other logic
families .
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Abstract- The never ending need for the low power and low noise
digital circuits has motivated the designers to explore new
developments in the world of circuit design. This paper focuses
on the Pass transistor adiabatic logic (PAL) as a new candidate
for low power applications. Different digital circuits like
Inverter, NOR, NAND gates were studied with conventional as
well as with adiabatic logic principle and finally it was analyzed
that adiabatic switching logic can reduce dissipated power to a
large extent. The basic digital NOT Gate is simulated with a fully
adiabatic PAL Logic. A Computer simulation results using Pspice carries out to analyze the circuit.
Keywords- CMOS Circuit, Adiabatic Families, Adiabatic Logic,
Pass transistor adiabatic Logic, Adiabatic Power Clock.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper has investigated novel circuit for low-energy VLSI
systems. Its primary focus is on charge-recovering (a.k.a.
adiabatic) circuits. By steering currents flowing across devices
with low voltage drops and by recycling undissipated energy,
these circuits can operate more efficiently than their earlier
conventional digital counter parts. Early investigations have
yielded that adiabatic circuits have very complex designs that
are impractical for high-speed design. This project has led to
the discovery of an extremely simple charge recovery circuits
which achieve high energy efficiency at relatively high
operating frequencies. The results of this research have been
validated in P-SPICE simulation.
Adiabatic circuit architectures reduce the energy dissipation
by steering currents flowing across devices with low voltage
differences and by recycling the energy stored in the
capacitors. Broadly speaking, the efficient operation of these
designs is yet another manifestation of energy-speed tradeoffs.
Adiabatic circuits that operate very efficiently at low
operating frequencies stop functioning at high data rates.
Power consumption of digital circuits has become an
important issue in high speed and applications. Several
circuits have been proposed to reduce the power consumption
but have their own shortcomings. “Adiabatic logic” has come
with several methods to reduce power consumption.

The requirements of low power electronics have motivated the
designers to explore new approaches and concepts to VLSI
circuits. The classical approaches of reducing energy
dissipation in conventional CMOS circuits included reducing
the switching transients, supply voltages and node
capacitances. Another approach used for reducing power
dissipation is the usage of AC power supplies at the design
level for recycling energy of node capacitances. This principle
is known as adiabatic logic which is taken from the
Thermodynamics. Such circuits achieve low power dissipation
by recycling the energy stored on their capacitors and by
restricting current to flow across devices with very low
voltage drop. In literature, there are two kinds of adiabatic
circuits present. One is full-adiabatic and other is quasi or
partial adiabatic circuits.
The basic operation principles of adiabatic logic are:
Voltage or current ramps are used to prevent resistive power
dissipation in parasitic resistance (asymptotically isentropic).
The ramp rise and fall times (tr, tf >> τ) = RC time constant of
the circuit or block. Charge stored in the gate capacitors is
feedback to the power supply (energy recovery). This requires
an oscillating power supply that is in the proper phase to data
load/discharge. The power supply can be realized by either LC
resonance circuits, where C is the gate capacitance and L is an
inductor at the power supply, or by phase circuits where the
charge is circulating from phase to phase.
In section II, the classification of adiabatic families is listed.
In section III, the concept and the operation of PAL is
explained. In section IV, practical design approach of
implementing different circuits using PAL is described.
Simulation Results are shown in section V. Finally, Section
VI is dedicated to the conclusion.
II.

CLASSIFICATION OF ADIABATIC FAMILIES

In literature, there are two kinds of adiabatic circuits are there.
One is full-adiabatic and other is quasi or partial adiabatic
circuits which are further classified as follows:

A.

Full Adiabatic Circuits

(i) Pass transistor adiabatic logic (PAL)
(ii) Split rail charge recovery logic (SCRL)
(iii) 2 Phase adiabatic Static CMOS logic
B.

Partially Adiabatic Circuits

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Efficient charge recovery logic (ECRL)
Quasi Adiabatic Logic (QAL)
Positive feedback adiabatic logic (PFAL)
True single phase adiabatic logic (TSEL)
NMOS energy recovery logic (NERL)

Quasi-adiabatic circuits have simple structure and power
clock system. There are two types of energy loss incurred in
this circuit, adiabatic loss and non-adiabatic loss. The
adiabatic loss occurs when current flows through a non-ideal
switch, which is directly proportional to the frequency of the
power-clock. When the switch is turned on, and if there exist
any voltage difference between the two terminals of a switch,
non-adiabatic loss occurs. The non-adiabatic loss is
proportional to the node capacitance and the square of the
voltage difference and is independent of the frequency of the
power-clock. Full-adiabatic circuits have no non-adiabatic
loss, but they are much more complex in architecture than
quasi-adiabatic circuits.
We propose the implementation of adiabatic logic to the
power and extend battery life in these ultra low power
applications. Adiabatic logic uses a periodic clock signal
(power clock) in the circuit to charge and discharge the output
capacitance of the logic blocks. The principle of adiabatic
logic is to use the reversible logic to recycle energy back into
the power clock rather than dissipate the energy as heat. In
general, when input is at logic “0”, CMOS circuits charge a
load capacitance from the dc supply rail and then, when the
output transitions to logic “0” at input logic “1”, that energy
discharges to ground and is dissipated. In most adiabatic
designs, a power clock is used which allows the stored energy
to flow back into it to be reused later.
There are primary two issues with adiabatic logic, which has
severely limited its use in circuits. First, it is extremely
difficult to design such complex circuits because of that
miscellaneous noise spikes which develop in the propagating
signals. Hence, very little work has been done on architectures
other than basic gates, i.e. INVERTERS, AND, and OR.
Second, many adiabatic logic families cannot operate at high
frequencies while maintaining power savings over that
standard CMOS methods.The most common adiabatic logic
families fail between frequencies of the range on 200MHz –
500MHz, with significant power savings being obtained even

lower than that frequency. These failure points occur only for
basic gates, and not for larger structures. Hence, we want to
look at all 3 facts of the design and improve in each area. Our
primary focus is on power savings of electronics circuit for
ultra low power applications.
III.

CONCEPT AND OPERATION OF PAL
ADIABATIC LOGIC

Pass Transistor Adiabatic Logic is a dual-rail adiabatic logic
with a relatively low gate complexity that operates with a 2phase power clock. A PAL gate consists of a cross coupled
PMOS latch and true and complementary pass transistor
NMOS functional blocks. The power is supplied by a
sinusoidal power-clock. When power clock starts rising from
low, input states makes a conduction path from the power
clock through one of the functional blocks to the output node
and allow it to follow the graph of the power clock. The other
node will be in the tri-state and kept close to 0V(LOW) by its
load capacitance. This in turn causes one of the PMOS
transistors to conduct and charge the node that should go to up
to the peak of power clock. The output state is valid at the top
of the power clock.
The power clock will then ramp down towards zero, while
recovering the energy stored on the node capacitance. Pass
Transistor adiabatic logic (PAL) family exhibits considerable
improvements in terms of effective energy savings and
switching noise characteristics but it has the disadvantages of
lower speed of operation and higher supply voltage.
PAL is a full adiabatic logic which operates with a 2-phase
sinusoidal power clock. PAL has proven superior to that static
CMOS and other adiabatic logic types in NAND gate
performance evaluations.
A.

PAL Inverter:

The PAL gates consist of a cross coupled PMOS latch (M1,
M2) and complementary NMOS functional blocks (M3, M4)
as shown in Fig. 1. The Power is supplied with a sinusoidal
power clock denoted by V1, which is divided into 2 phases
called the evaluation and the recovery phase. Let’s assume
that initially In=1 and /In=0 and the load capacitors are
discharged. In the evaluate phase, V1 rises and begins to
charge up C1 through M4. When V1 > VTP, M2 turns on and
begins to charge C2 also. M3 stays off since /In=0 and M1
stays off as the source voltage of M1 follows VPC. When V1
reaches VDD, the output stages are at out and /out are valid.
During the recovery phase, the value of V1 ramps down to 0V
and discharges Cl, returning the charge back to the power

supply. It is worth noting that some non-adiabatic loss occurs
because Cl is only discharged until V1=VTP, after which M2
turns off and no further discharge of /out occurs. PAL gates
remains unchanged their output values for about half a cycle,
they must be cascaded by using an alternate connection of PC
that are inverted i.e., 180 degree phase shift. It is important to
notice that extra energy is consumed in the complete circuit
due to extra clock distribution network for clock supply V1.

needed to generate
charging/discharging.

a

linear

ramp

voltage

for

Fig.2 A single phase trapezoidal PC with stages

Another oscillator has sawtooth waveform output. This
oscillator allows a more linear charge of load capacitance and
hence could perform better than the trapezoidal oscillator. It
can have a longer time to charge the outputs at the same
frequency. But it is more difficult to samples the output at the
peaks since there is no extra time allowed to stabilize. A
sawtooth oscillator requires additional circuitry for its
generation and hence most of the logic families using it to
generate two phases.

Fig. 1 Schematics of PAL Inverter

IV.

The last kind of oscillator used in adiabatic has a sinusoidal
waveform. This oscillator is used in compromise between
linear voltage increase and circuit complexity. It is much
easier and more energy-efficient to generate a sinusoidal
waveform than a linear waveform. However the sinusoidal
waveform does not provide the best approximation for a
linear voltage. Most designs with sinusoidal waveform uses
2-phase clock oscillator, although there also exist designs
with a single-phase clock. In PAL Inverter we have used the
sinusoidal clock with frequency of 0.1 Ghz. Fig. 3 shows the
waveform of the sinusoidal Power clock and its
specifications.

DESIGN APPROACH

A Large part of dissipated power is lost because of the sudden
flow of charge on the rising edge of the square-wave pulse.
Adiabatic computing methods have worked to avoid this
incurred loss by making the power clock as linear as possible,
depending on the design style of that particular logic family.
Since the oscillator works as both as a power supply reference
voltage and a clock, it is also known as a power clock (PC).
Fig. 3(a) Sinusoidal Power Clock Waveform

The first proposed adiabatic oscillator has a trapezoidal
waveform. This oscillator consists of 4 stages as shown in
Fig. 3 (i.e., charge, evaluate, discharge and idle). The output
capacitor is charged in the Charge stage, then evaluated
during the Evaluate stage, and finally discharged
adiabatically back to the power clock during the Discharge
stage. The PC is then held at the ground (GND) during the
Idle stage. This type of power clock allows the signal to
stabilize better during the two plateaus (at Vdd and GND), but
uses a 4, 6 or even 8-phase clock, which in larger clock gets
very difficult to control. Additionally, new circuitry is also

Fig. 3(b) Power Clock Specifications

V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 4 shows the curve for conventional CMOS Inverter
circuit with its clock. We have used 5V DC supply in
conventional CMOS circuit.

transistor adiabatic logic behind the adiabatic switching and
presented a way to minimize the dynamic power loss by
changing the supply voltage. Adiabatic computing methods
have worked to remove the incurred loss by making the clock
as linear as possible, depending on the design style of the
logic family. We have used the sinusoidal clock signal for
gradual change in clock pulses. It was found that the adiabatic
circuits can efficiently minimize the dynamic power to a large
extent based on the simulation results. The simulation results
were verified by the truth table of conventional CMOS
inverter circuit. The output simulation file of PSPICE proves
that the dynamic power loss is reduced to a large extent. The
results shows the comparison between different adiabatic
logic circuits with traditional CMOS circuit structure.
VII.

FUTURE WORK

Future work includes the design of larger adiabatic Boolean
gates and circuits using PAL Logic and dissipated energy
analysis at that higher frequencies and its comparison with
other adiabatic logic families.
Fig. 4 Simulation Result- Conventional CMOS Inverter

Figure 5 shows the curve for PAL Adiabatic CMOS Inverter
circuit with its clock. We have used 2V sinusoidal power
clock with 0.1 GHz frequency.
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Abstract— in this paper comparison of power consumptions in Adiabatic and Conventional Universal Gates has been studied. The power
saving of adiabatic circuit can reach more than 90% compared to conventional static CMOS logic. The clocking schemes and signal
waveforms of adiabatic are different from those of standard CMOS circuits. In this work design of Adiabatic and Conventional Universal
Gates NAND and NOR has been done on the Virtuoso Package of Cadence software using 180 nm CMOS technology.The proposed two
phase clocked adiabatic static CMOS logic circuit utilizes the principle of adiabatic switching and energy recovery.First algebraic
expressions for properties of power clocked signals are discussed. From the simulation results and comparisons with all technologies it
shows that PFAL Adiabatic Logic gives lowest power dissipation at transition frequencies of 10 to 100 MHz’s. The transient analysis of the
circuit on Cadence Virtuoso at a supply voltage ranging 1.8V has been deployed. A constant output load capacitance of 1 femto Farad is
used for power and delay measurements. Key Words- Adiabatic, PFAL, CMOS, femto NAND, NOR, Power clocked.

I. I
In this era we cannot say a device to be portable unless it
works with low power consumption. Power dissipation in
CMOS circuits is related to the type of energy conversion
they employ. In static CMOS circuits DC power supply
is used, the signal power is calculated by charging and
discharging of load capacitance, during this time energy
converts from electric energy to thermal energy which is
an irreversible process. Energy stored in the load is
1/2CV2 .Thus to reduce the energy dissipation switched
capacitance has to be reduced. An Energy conversion is
needed to represent a change in signal value. If energy
exists only in one form, i.e., electric energy then there is
only one-way conversion, researchers have introduced
another energy form, i.e., magnetic energy, the
irreversible conversion from electric energy to heat
caused by dissipative elements, i.e. ,resistors, are largely
avoided. For this reason, researchers have attempted to
make a breakthrough in low-power CMOS circuit design,
from basic circuit unit to microprocessor, by changing
the mode of energy conversion.
Energy conversion from electric field to magnetic field
and vice versa implies that circuit should be supplied
with AC power. In this case signals in the circuits should
also be alternating quantities. The latter has been
extensively used in dynamic CMOS logic, such as
clocked CMOS logic and domino logic. However those
circuits still rely on DC power, and the energy
conversion remains a conversion from electric energy to
heat.
Therefore circuits supplied with AC power should be
studied further. Since the AC power supply controls the
working rhythm of the circuit and acts as the clock, it has
been called power-clock. If the power clock is gradually
changing less energy is dissipated when charging and
discharging the load capacitance. The output of these
Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

circuits are only valid during a particular phase of the
power clock cycle.
With increase in the density of transistors on a chip and
high operating clock frequencies the design is getting
very complex. To make a device portable for electronic
consumer both the size and power consumption should
be reduced. In the recent years several adiabatic or
energy recovery architectures have been proposed. In this
paper the adiabatic circuits are designed using PFAL
method and same logic is implemented using
conventional methods. Paper compares between adiabatic
and conventional circuits for power consumptions and
maximum operating frequencies.
II. ADIABATIC LOGIC
The word ADIABATIC comes from a Greek word that is
used to describe thermodynamic processes that exchange
no energy with the environment and therefore, no energy
loss in the form of dissipated heat. In real-life computing,
such ideal process cannot be achieved because of the
presence of dissipative elements like resistances in a
circuit. However, one can achieve very low energy
dissipation by slowing down the speed of operation and
only switching transistors under certain conditions. The
signal energies stored in the circuit capacitances are
recycled instead, of being dissipated as heat. The
adiabatic logic is also known as ENERGY RECOVERY
CMOS. In the adiabatic switching approach, the circuit
energies are conserved rather than dissipated as heat.
Depending on the application and the system
requirements, this approach can sometimes be used to
reduce the power dissipation of the digital systems.
Here, the load capacitance is charged by a constantcurrent source (instead of the constant-voltage source as
in the conventional CMOS circuits). Here, R is the
resistance of the PMOS network. A constant charging
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current corresponds to a linear voltage ramp. Assume, the
capacitor voltage VC is zero initially.
The voltage across the switch = IR
P(t)
in
the
switch
………………………………....(1)

=I2R

Energy during charge (E) = (I2R)T
E
=
(CV/T)2
RT
…..…………….………....(2)

=C2V2/T

Edis
=(RC/T)CV2
………….….....(3)

(2RC/T)(1/2CV2)

=

R

Where, the various terms of Equation (3) are described
as follows:

urned on,

Now, a number of observations can be made based on
Equation (3) as follows:
The dissipated energy is smaller than for the
conventional case, if the charging time T is larger than
2RC. That is, the dissipated energy can be made
arbitrarily small by increasing the charging time,
Also, the dissipated energy is proportional to R, as
opposed to the conventional case, where the dissipation
depends on the capacitance and the voltage swing. Thus,
reducing the on-resistance of the PMOS network will
reduce the energy dissipation.
III. ADIABATIC LOGIC FAMILIES
Practical adiabatic families can be classified as either
partially adiabatic or fully adiabatic. In partially adiabatic
circuit, some charge is allowed to be transferred to the
ground, while in fully adiabatic circuit all the charge on
the load capacitance is recovered by the power supply.
Fully adiabatic circuits face so many problems with
respect to operating speed and input power clock
synchronization. Different logic families are Efficient
Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL), 2N- 2N2P Adiabatic
Logic,
Positive
Feedback
Adiabatic
Logic
Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

(PFAL),NMOS Energy Recovery Logic (NERL),
Clocked Adiabatic Logic (CAL),True Single-Phase
Adiabatic Logic (TSEL),Source-coupled Adiabatic Logic
(SCAL),Two
phase
adiabatic
static
CMOS
logic(2PASCL) and fully adiabatic logic families
are ,Pass Transistor Adiabatic Logic (PAL),Split- Rail
Charge Recovery Logic (SCRL). In this project we are
going with Positive Feedback Adiabatic Logic (PFAL).
IV. POSITIVE FEEDBACK ADIABATIC LOGIC

Positive feedback adiabatic logic was introduced in
1996 by Vetali and shows very positive aspects in
addressing the power issues. The partial energy
recovery circuit structure named Positive Feedback
Adiabatic Logic (PFAL) has been used, since it
shows the lowest energy consumption if compared
to other similar families, and a good robustness
against technological parameter variations. It is a
dual-rail circuit with partial energy recovery. The
core of all the PFAL gates is an adiabatic amplifier,
a latch made by the two PMOS M1-M2 and two
NMOS M3-M4, that avoids a logic level
degradation on the output nodes out and /out. The
two n-trees realize the logic functions. This logic
family also generates both positive and negative
outputs. The functional blocks are in parallel with
the PMOSFETs of the adiabatic amplifier and form
a transmission gate. The two n-trees realize the
logic functions. This logic family also generates
both positive and negative outputs.

V. DESIGN
GATES

OF

CONVENTIONAL

A. NAND gate
The structure of a conventional NAND gate is shown in
fig 1.

The circuit consists of two P-channel
MOSFET‘s (M3, M4) connected in
parallel and two N channel MOSFET‘s
(M1, M0) connected in series.
Operation of circuit:When the input Y1 is 0 and Y2 is 0 MOSFET‘s M3, M4
are on and M1, M0 are off due to which the current flows
from supply through M3 and M4 therefore Vout gets on
logic high.
When the input Y1 is 0 and Y2 is 1 MOSFET ‘s M3, M0
are on and M4, M1 are off due to which the current flows
from supply through M3 and Vout gets on logic high.
Page 646
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When the input Y1 is 1 and Y2 is 0 MOSFET‘s M3, M1
are on and M4, M0 are off due to which the current flows
through supply and Vout gets on logic high.
When the input Y1 is 1 and Y2 is 1 MOSFET’s M3, M4
are off and M1, M0 are on due to which the terminal
Vout is connected to the ground and is at logic 0.

Fig 2. Transient Response of conventional NAND gate

B. NOR gate
The structure of a conventional NOR gate is shown in
fig. The circuit consists of two P-channel MOSFET‘s
(M0, M1) connected in parallel and two N channel
MOSFET‘s (M2, M3) connected in series.
Operation of circuit:When the input A is 0 and B is 0 MOSFET‘s M1, M0 are
on and M2, M3 are off due to which the current flows
from supply through M0 and M1 therefore Out Terminal
gets on logic high.
Fig 1. Conventional CMOS logic NAND.

CALCULATED
ANALYSIS

VALUES

FROM

When the input A is 0 and B is 1 MOSFET‘s M1, M3 are
on and M0, M2 are off due to which the out terminal gets
shorted through M3 and gets grounded.

TRANSIENT

The following values have been calculated from Fig2.

1.
2.POWER=
3.DELAY
4.RISE
5.FALL
6.Tphl=24.8125ps
7.Tplh=30.273ps

CURRENT=2.531514E-7
4.5567252
E-7
=
1.820891
E-11
TIME=
49.59ps
TIME
=34.096ps

Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

When the input A is 1 and B is 0 MOSFET‘s M0, M2 are
on and M1, M3 are off due to which the out terminal gets
shorted through M2 and gets grounded.
When the input A is 1 and B is 1 MOSFET’s M0, M1 are
off and M2, M3 are on due to which the terminal Out is
connected to the ground though M2 and M3 and is at
logic 0.
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Fig 4. Transient Analysis of Conventional NOR gate.

Fig 3. Conventional CMOS logic NOR.(PFAL)

CALCULATED
ANALYSIS

VALUES

FROM

TRANSIENT

The following values have been calculated from
following Fig4.

VI. DESIGN OF ADIABATIC GATES
A. NAND Gate
The structure of an adiabatic NAND gate proposed by us
is shown in fig5., illustrates NAND Adiabatic circuit
with the 2 N-MOS diodes M7 and M6 added to the
conventional logic NAND gates. And the structure of
adiabatic NOR gate proposed illustrates conventional
NOR gates with 2 N MOS diodes shown below:-

1. CURRENT = 3.5900735218 E-7
2. POWER =6.46213233 E-7
3. RISE TIME =106.3ps
4. FALL TIME =28.94
5. DELAY=1.012077 E-10
6. Tphl=28.47ps
7. Tplh=64.36ps

Fig 5. Adiabatic CMOS Logic NAND (PFAL).
Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad
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The 2 N MOS Diodes helps in charging and discharging
of the capacitor C0 and feeding back the power from
capacitor to the power supply when the output logic has
to be pulled down to 0.
Thus the circuit consumes the power on the positive
cycle of the triangular wave and when not needed, it can
provide it back to the supply pulse to convert the
pulsating power to the dc form. This wave of course
carries some ripple and is not pure DC as we can see
from the output waveform but it helps in decreasing the
power consumption of the circuit. . The Transient
analysis is shown below:-

CALCULATED
ANALYSIS

VALUES

FROM

TRANSIENT

The following values have been calculated from
following Fig4.

Calculated Delay:
V1 = 1.020814713744333E-8
V2 =1.0183147137419063E-8
Current =1.251854360E-8 A
Power = 2.253337848E-8 W

B.NOR Gate

The structure of an adiabatic NOR gate proposed by us is
shown in fig 7.

Like the case of Adiabatic NAND here also the power
will be recycled to the supply by the help of two NMOS
diodes M5 and M7 while discharging the capacitor C0.
Fig 6. Transient Response of Adiabatic CMOS NAND.

As seen from figure the input power supply is Y0 input
logic levels are Y1 and Y2, and Out is the output
waveform.
The output is high when any one of the input logic levels
are low else it’s low.

As for Adiabatic circuits the input power has to be nonDC therefore only transient analysis is possible.
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CALCULATED
ANALYSIS

VALUES

FROM

TRANSIENT

The following values have been calculated from
following Fig4.
Calculated Delay:
V1 = 1.050734913744383E-8
V2 = 1.0483156137487063E-8
Current =1.354855390E-8 A
Power = 2.543337349E-8 W

Fig 7. Adiabatic NOR gate Schematic Diagram.

The Output Waveform is:-

VII. COMPARISON BETWEEN
CONVENTIONAL CIRCUITS

ADIABATIC

AND

A. Adiabatic Circuits are low power circuits which use
"reversible logic" to conserve energy. Unlike
traditional CMOS circuits, which dissipate energy
during switching, adiabatic circuits attempt to
conserve charge by never turning on a transistor when
there is a voltage potential between the source and
drain. Secondly never turning it off when current is
flowing through it. Fully adiabatic operation of a
circuit is an ideal condition. It may be only achieved
with very slow switching speed.
In practical cases, energy dissipation with a charge
transfer
event is composed of an adiabatic
component and a non- adiabatic component.
B. In Conventional Circuits during charging process of
the output load capacitance constant voltage source is
replaced with the constant current source to charge
and discharge the output load capacitance. These can
be used over high switching speed circuits

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
WORK
Fig 8. Transient response for adiabatic NOR gate.

As seen from the waveform the inputs are Y0 and Y1
Input power supply is Y2 and the output power supply is
Y3. The output is low when any one of the inputs is high.
Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

AND

FUTURE

This paper has described a simulation of NAND and
NOR logic gates based on adiabatic technology and
conventional technologies. By implementing the
adiabatic charging and energy recovery theory, PFAL
NOR and NAND gives the lowest result in power
dissipation of all the
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Simulated Universal Gates. It has been seen that at
different frequencies power dissipation for NAND and
NOR gates using 2pascl Technology have the lowest
power reduction. In future these logics can be designed at
other technologies to further reduce the power
consumption and voltage swing can be improved and
future work on minimization of chip area can also be
done on various technologies.
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Abstract—
nowadays, with the advancement of technology,
particularly in the field of Microcontrollers, all the
activities in our daily living have become a part of
Information technology and we find microcontrollers in
each and every application. Image processing is any form
of signal processing for which the input is an image, such
as photographs or frames of video, the output of image
processing can be either an image or a set of
characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most
image processing techniques involve treating the image as
a two dimensional signal and applying standard signal
processing techniques to it. Image processing generally
involves extraction of useful information from an image.
This project aims at the separation of a particular coloured
object moving in a conveyor belt from others, after
scanning each object using webcam. Using MATLAB
programming technique, each object is scanned and
compared with our desired colour specification. If the
desired specification is met, then that particular object
will be separated from the others.
KEYWORDS : Microcontroller ,Conveyor ,Object
sensor.
1.

INTRODUCTION

This project aims at the separation of a particular
coloured object moving in a conveyor belt from others,
after scanning each object using webcam. Using
MATLAB programming technique, each object is
scanned and compared with our desired colour
specification. If the desired specification is met, then that
particular object will be separated from the others. Many
of the current applications of machine vision are
inspection tasks that do not involve the use of an
industrial robot. A typical application is where the,
machine vision system is installed on a high-speed
production line to accept or reject parts made on the line.
Unacceptable parts are ejected from the line by some
mechanical device that is communicating with the vision
system.
The objectives of machine vision inspection include
checking of gross surface defects, discovery of flaws in
labelling (during final inspection of the product package)
,verification of the presence of components in the
assembly, measuring for dimensional accuracy, and
checking for the presence of holes and other features in a
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part. When these kinds of inspection operations are
performed manually, there is a tendency for human error.
Also, the time required in most manual inspection
operations requires that the procedures be accomplished
on a sampling basis. With machine vision, these
procedures are carried out automatically, using 100%
inspection, and usually in much less time.
1.1.SOFTWARE
This system uses two software packages, the C
programming and Embedded Coding. The hardware
programming is done in the Keil Micro vision 3 compiler
which programs the Microcontroller to initiate the
different actions.

2.BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

In the block diagram the conveyor system is
made to run with the help of two motors The motors are
synchronised and driven by a relay driver circuit, which is
controlled by the PIC microcontroller. An actuator motor
is connected to the conveyor which is having forward and
reverse motion control relay circuit which is also
controlled by the PIC Microcontroller. An object sensor is
also connected to the conveyor system which detects the
presence of any object moving through the conveyor. If it
detects any object, it gives the output to the
microcontroller. The serial communication between the
PIC microcontroller and the PC is done using RS232 Data
Interface. A webcam is connected to the PC for taking the
pictures.
2.1.RELAY
A relay is an electrically operated switch.
Current flowing through the coil of the relay creates a
magnetic field which attracts a lever and changes the
switch contacts. The coil current can be on or off so relays
have two switch positions and they are double throw
(changeover) switches. Relays allow one circuit to switch
a
second
circuit
which
can
be
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Object Sensor

Actuator
Motor

Forwar
d
Motion

Motor

Relay

Driver

Reverse
Motion
Relay

Moto

Fig.2. Relays
The coil of a relay passes a relatively large
current, typically 30mA for a 12V relay, but it can be
as much as 100mA for relays designed to operate from
lower voltages. Most ICs (chips) cannot provide this
current and a transistor is usually used to amplify the
small IC current to the larger value required for the
relay coil. The maximum output current for the popular
555 timer IC is 200mA so these devices can supply
relay coils directly without amplification.

Driver

Web Cam
Driver
PC
COUNTER

PIC Microcontroller

RS232

Fig.1.block diagram

completely separate from the first. For
example a low voltage battery circuit can use a relay to
switch a 230V AC mains circuit. There is no electrical
connection inside the relay between the two circuits;
the link is magnetic and mechanical.

Moradabad Institute of Technology, Moradabad

Fig.3.Relay Circuit
Relays are usually SPDT or DPDT but they
can have many more sets of switch contacts, for
example relays with 4 sets of changeover contacts are
readily available. Most relays are designed for PCB
mounting but you can solder wires directly to the pins
providing you take care to avoid melting the plastic
case of the relay.
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Fig 4. Relay Connections

collecting the objects that are left by the actuating
motor.

The relay's switch connections are usually
labeled COM, NC and NO:

COM = Common, always connect to this, it is
the moving part of the switch.

NO = Normally Open, COM is connected to
this when the relay coil is on.

NC = Normally Closed, COM is connected to
this when the relay coil is off.
2.2.PIC
The microcontroller that has been used for this project
is from PIC series. PIC microcontroller is the first
RISC based microcontroller fabricated in CMOS
(complementary metal oxide semiconductor) that uses
separate bus for instruction and data allowing
simultaneous access of program and data memory. The
main advantage of CMOS and RISC combination is
low power consumption resulting in a very small chip
size with a small pin count. The main advantage of
CMOS is that it has immunity to noise than other
fabrication techniques.

Fig .5. Pin diagram of PIC16F877
2.3.CONVEYOR SYSTEM
The conveyor system has 60cm length and about 8 cm
breadth. Two dc motors working at 12V/10rpm is used
to rotate the conveyor belt. The motors are given
control from the relay circuit activated or deactivated
by the PIC microcontroller. Special provisions for
fixing the actuator motor, the object sensor and the
webcam have been provided in it. Two boxes are
attached to it for collecting the objects moving through
the conveyor. One box is kept opposite to the actuating
motor for collecting the objects that are pushed by it.
Another box is kept at the end of the conveyor for
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Fig.6. conveyor
A conveyor belt (or belt conveyor) consists of two or
more pulleys, with a continuous loop of material - the
conveyor belt - that rotates about them. One or both of
the pulleys are powered, moving the belt and the
material on the belt forward. The powered pulley is
called the drive pulley while the unpowered pulley is
called the idler. There are two main industrial classes
of belt conveyors; Those in general material handling
such as those moving boxes along inside a factory and
bulk material handling such as those used to transport
industrial and agricultural materials, such as grain,
coal, ores,fines,and lumps material.
The belt consists of one or more layers of material.
They can be made out of rubber. Many belts in general
material handling have two layers. An under layer of
material to provide linear strength and shape called a
carcass and an over layer called the cover.
2.4. OBJECT SENSING CIRCUIT
This circuit is used to sense the object for different
application. clock generator is used to generate 38
KHZ carrier The 4046 signal which is transmitted
through the sensor TSOP1038.
The CD4046 micro power phase locked loop
consists of a low power, linear, voltage controlled
oscillator, a source follower, a zener diode, and two
phase comparators. The two phase comparators have a
common signal input and a common comparator input.
The signal input can be directly coupled for a large
voltage signal, or capacitive coupled to the self biasing
amplifier at the signal input for a small voltage signal.
Phase comparator 1, an exclusive OR gate, provides a
digital error signal and maintain 90 phase shifts at the
VCO center frequency between signal input and
comparator input, it may lock onto the signal input
frequencies that are close to harmonics of the VCO
center frequency.
Phase comparator 2 is an edge controlled digital
memory network. It provides a digital error signal to
indicate a locked condition and maintain the a 0 phase
shift between signal input and comparator input.
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The ac voltage, typically 220V rms, is
connected to a transformer, which steps that ac voltage
down to the level of the desired dc output. A diode
rectifier then provides a full-wave rectified voltage that
is initially filtered by a simple capacitor filter to
produce a dc voltage. This resulting dc voltage usually
has some ripple or ac voltage variation.
4.1.TRANSFORMER : The potential transformer will
step down the power supply voltage (0-230V) to (06V) level. Then the secondary of the potential
transformer will be connected to the precision rectifier,
Fig 8. Circuit diagram (Power supply)

Fig. 7.object sensor circuit
3.WORKING
The normal voltages needed for the working
of the entire system are +5Volt DC and +12 Volt DC;
5Volt for the working of the PIC Microcontroller and
object sensor,12 Volt for the working of the 2 dc
motors and actuator motor. 230 Volt main is stepped
down using two separate transformers, (0-9 V, 0-15V).
The proximity sensor’s normal output is 5V, but when
it senses an object, it becomes 0V. This is given to the
active low input of the PIC microcontroller. Whenever
the active low input of the PIC becomes zero, the
conveyor motor is stopped and it sends information to
the webcam to take snap.
Here, we are sending ‘A’ to PC when an
object is detected. Snapshot is taken by using
MATLAB coding. PIC microcontroller communicates
with the PC through RS232. RS232 is operating at 12V
logic level and PIC is working at 5V logic level. So
bidirectional logic level conversion is needed for
proper communication. This is done by Max232 logic
level converter. After taking the snapshot, the colour of
the image is processed by using MATLAB coding.
Colour identification is done by matrix evaluation, i.e.,
by calculating the mean value of the matrix. Initially
we will be selecting the colour of the object to be
separated. After the colour is identified, it checks with
the set colour and proper control signals are given back
to the PIC microcontroller circuit to hit the object or to
allow it to pass through the conveyor. Here, a ‘C’ will
be sent if the desired specifications are met and if it is
not met, ‘B’ is sent. Then the conveyor motor is again
started and the process continues.
4.POWER SUPPLY
A regulator circuit removes the ripples and also
remains the same dc value even if the input dc voltage
varies, or the load connected to the output dc voltage
changes. This voltage regulation is usually obtained
using one of the popular voltage regulator IC units.
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4.2.BRIDGE RECTIFIER: When four diodes are
connected as shown in figure, the circuit is called as
bridge rectifier. The input to the circuit is applied to
the diagonally opposite corners of the network, and the
output is taken from the remaining two corners.
4.3.IC VOLTAGE REGULATORS: Voltage
regulators comprise a class of widely used ICs.
Regulator IC units contain the circuitry for reference
source, comparator amplifier, control device, and
overload protection all in a single IC. IC units provide
regulation of either a fixed positive voltage, a fixed
negative voltage, or an adjustably set voltage.
5.CONCLUSION
This project plays an important role in the industries.
We have devised a method to separate objects by its
colour only. Our project is only a miniature model of

the actual conveyor system. By increasing the size of
the conveyor system and including more paths and
actuating motors, all coloured objects can be separated
to different paths. By proper design and calibration and
using higher quality cameras, even multi coloured
objects can be separated. Instead of using an actuating
motor, we can also design a robotic arm to pick the
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objects on the path of the conveyor and place it to
another path.
6.APPLICATION
 Object sorting finds its applications in various
manufacturing industries as well as in airports
to sort out luggage on the security basis.
 Used to identify defective objects or products
in mass production.
 The same system or mechanism can be used
for Textile printing, which involves the
production of a predetermined coloured
pattern on a fabric, usually with a definite
repeat.
 Colour printing in paper industry is yet
another application, which involves the
reproduction of an image or text in colour.
 Reduced man-power accomplishment in
industries related to mass production.
 Pattern recognition can also be done, which
aims to classify data (patterns) based either on
a priori knowledge or on statistical
information extracted from the patterns.
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Support Vector Machine Based Gender
Identification Using Voiced Speech Frames
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Abstract—Gender of the speaker can easily be identified by his
or her voice. Identification of gender is required in restricted
areas where only specific gender is allowed. Gender identification
may also play important role in speaker recognition as this can be
used to reduce search space. In this paper gender of the speaker
has been identified using support vector machine (SVM).Two
features- Pitch and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) are used as components of feature vector. Voiced
frames are extracted from speech signal using Short Term Energy
(STE) and Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR). Pitch value is calculated by
cepstral analysis method applied on extracted voiced frames.
MFCCs are also calculated from voiced frames. Experiments
have been performed on the database obtained from IIITHyderabad consisting of 5000 speech signals having voice of males
and females in multilingual (Hindi, Telugu, Tamil, Marathi and
Malayalam). For training the proposed model, 200 male and 200
female speech signals are taken arbitrarily from the above
database. Evaluation of the proposed model has been performed
using other 200 speech signals (males and females both) from
same database. Without separating voiced and unvoiced frames,
the accuracy of gender identification claimed in the literature is
99%. Using pitch and MFCCs that are calculated from extracted
voiced frames, the accuracy of gender identification has gone up
to 99.5%.
Keywords—STE, ZCR, Cepstral Coefficients, Pitch, MFCCs,
SVM
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5$67$3/3 DVIHDWXUHV7KLVPRGHOLVFODLPHGDVODQJXDJH
LQGHSHQGHQW LW SHUIRUPV ZHOO LQ ORZ VLJQDO WR QRLVH 615 
FRQGLWLRQ7KHPLQLPXPFODVVLILFDWLRQDFFXUDF\LVIRUDOO
FOHDQVSHHFKDQGIRUQRLV\VSHHFKDVFODLPHGLQWKHSDSHU
,Q  0+ 6HGDDJKL >@ SHUIRUPV D FRPSDUDWLYH VWXG\ RI
JHQGHUDQGDJHFODVVLILFDWLRQDOJRULWKPVXVLQJVSHHFKVLJQDOV
+H VWXGLHG WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI GLIIHUHQW FODVVLILHUV OLNH
3UREDELOLVWLF 1HXUDO 1HWZRUNV 311V  6XSSRUW 9HFWRU
0DFKLQHV 690V  . QHDUHVW QHLJKERU .11  DQG *DXVVLDQ
0L[WXUH0RGHO *00 7KH%D\HVFODVVLILHUXVLQJVHTXHQWLDO
IORDWLQJ IRUZDUG VHOHFWLRQ 6))6  WHFKQLTXH LV DOVR XVHG IRU
IHDWXUH VHOHFWLRQ +H REVHUYHG WKDW WKH DFFXUDF\ RI JHQGHU
FODVVLILFDWLRQLV,Q0$EGROODKLHWDO>@SURSRVHG
D QRYHO DSSURDFK IRU JHQGHU LGHQWLILFDWLRQ EDVHG RQ DGDSWLYH
0XOWL 5HVROXWLRQ 05  FODVVLILFDWLRQ RI VSHFWURWHPSRUDO
PDSV ,Q WKLV DSSURDFK VSHHFK VLJQDOV DUH FRQYHUWHG LQWR
LPDJHV E\ XVLQJ LQVSLUHG VSHFWURWHPSRUDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV
7KHVH VSHFWURWHPSRUDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV LQFOXGH PHO
VSHFWURJUDPFRFKOHDJUDPDQGDXGLWRU\VSHFWURJUDP7KH'
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIDVHJPHQWRIDVSHHFKXWWHUDQFHLVXVHGDVWKH
LQSXWWRWKHV\VWHP7KHDFFXUDF\FODLPHGLQWKHSDSHULV
,Q  <DNXQ <DNXQ +X et al>@ SURSRVHG D QRYHO SLWFK
EDVHGJHQGHULGHQWLILFDWLRQV\VWHPZLWKDWZRVWDJHFODVVLILHU
7KH ILUVW VWDJH RI WKH FODVVLILHU LGHQWLILHVWKH JHQGHU RI WKH

VSHDNHU EDVHG RQ SLWFK 7KH VSHHFK VLJQDOV WKDW DUH QRW
FODVVLILHG E\ WKH ILUVW VWDJH DUH NQRZQ DV VXVSLFLRXV VSHHFK
VLJQDOV 7KHVH VXVSLFLRXV VSHHFK VLJQDOV DUH IRUZDUGHG WR
VHFRQG VWDJH FODVVLILHU ,W XVHV *DXVVLDQ 0L[WXUH 0RGHO WR
FODVVLI\ WKH VXVSLFLRXV VSHHFK VLJQDOV7KH DFFXUDF\ RI WKH
V\VWHPLVDVFODLPHGLQWKHSDSHU

5HVW RI WKH SDSHU LV RUJDQL]HG DV IROORZV 6HFWLRQ ,,
GHVFULEHWKHSURSRVHGDOJRULWKPDQGLWVEORFNGLDJUDP6HFWLRQ
,,, GHVFULEHV WKH SDUDPHWHUV XVHG IRU PHDVXULQJ WKH
SHUIRUPDQFH 6HFWLRQ ,9 GHVFULEHV WKH H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV RI
WKHSURSRVHGDSSURDFK
,, 352326('$3352$&+
9RLFHG IUDPHV SOD\ DQ LPSRUWDQW UROH IRU H[WUDFWLQJ WKH
SLWFKYDOXHIURPWKHVSHHFKVLJQDOV>@3LWFKYDOXHH[WUDFWHG
IURP YRLFHG IUDPHV LV PRUH DFFXUDWH 7KHUHIRUH SLWFK YDOXH
XVHGLQWKLVSDSHULVH[WUDFWHGIURPYRLFHGIUDPHVRQO\)LUVWRI
DOO YRLFHG IUDPHV DUH H[WUDFWHG IURP VSHHFK VLJQDO E\ XVLQJ
=&5 DQG 67( 7KHQ SLWFK YDOXHV DUH REWDLQHG IURP WKHVH
H[WUDFWHG YRLFHG IUDPHV XVLQJ FHSVWUDO DQDO\VLV PHWKRG 3LWFK
YDOXH LV QRW VXIILFLHQW IRU JHQGHU LGHQWLILFDWLRQ EHFDXVH LW
RYHUODSV IRU VRPH PDOHIHPDOH SHUVRQV ,Q WKLV SDSHU SLWFK
YDOXH DQG 0)&& FRHIILFLHQWV DUH XVHG DV IHDWXUH YHFWRU IRU
WUDLQLQJDQGWHVWLQJWKH690FODVVLILHU
Assumptions and Notations used in Algorithm
i.

9DULDEOHV ZLWK VXSHUVFULSW´  ´ LQGLFDWH WKDW WKHLU
YDOXHV OLH LQ IUHTXHQF\ GRPDLQ RWKHUZLVH LQ WLPH
GRPDLQ

ii.

ŇܣመŇUHSUHVHQWVWKHPDJQLWXGHRIVSHFWUXPܣመ

iii.

fft (A)UHSUHVHQWVIDVWIRXULHUWUDQVIRUPRIYHFWRUA

iv.

ifft(ܣመ) UHSUHVHQWV LQYHUVH IDVW IRXULHU WUDQVIRUP RI
 .
VSHFWUXPܣ

v.

fsUHSUHVHQWVWKHVDPSOLQJIUHTXHQF\

vi.

Y(n) UHSUHVHQWVWKHYRLFHGIUDPHDQGQLVWKHQXPEHU
RIVDPSOHVSUHVHQWLQWKHYRLFHGIUDPH

vii.

FnUHSUHVHQWQXPEHURIIUDPHVLQVSHHFKVLJQDODQGFs
UHSUHVHQWQXPEHURIVDPSOHVLQSDUWLFXODUIUDPH

viii.

thz and ths UHSUHVHQWVWKHWKUHVKROGYDOXHVIRUWKH=&5
DQG67(

ix.

(DFKYHFWRULVDVVXPHGDVDFROXPQYHFWRU

A. Proposed Algorithm
/HW 6 EH D VSHHFK VLJQDO YHFWRU KDYLQJ GLPHQVLRQ Nൈ1 
ZLWK VDPSOLQJ IUHTXHQF\ fs 7KH VSHHFK VLJQDO FRQWDLQV VRPH
VLOHQFHUHJLRQWKDWKDVWREHUHPRYHGE\XVLQJVLOHQFHUHPRYDO
DSSURDFK:HGLYLGHWKHVSHHFKVLJQDOLQWRIUDPHVRIGXUDWLRQ
PVHDFKZLWKPVRYHUODSDQGFRPSXWHWKH67(DQG=&5
YDOXHRIHDFKIUDPH(DFKIUDPHKDVEHHQIXUWKHUFDWHJRUL]HGDV
YRLFHGRUXQYRLFHGRQWKHEDVLVRIWKUHVKROGYDOXHRI67(DQG
=&5  'XULQJ WKLV DSSURDFK WZR WKUHVKROGV WK] DQG WKV  KDYH
EHHQ FDOFXODWHG H[SHULPHQWDOO\ E\ XVLQJ PHDQ YDOXH RI =&5
DQG 67( RI DOO WKH IUDPHV RI VSHHFK VDPSOH )UDPHV KDYLQJ
=&5 YDOXHV OHVV WKDQ WK] DQG 67( YDOXHV KLJKHU WKDQ WKV DUH
NQRZQDVYRLFHGIUDPHV
6WHSVLQYROYHGLQSURSRVHGDSSURDFKDUHDVIROORZV



)RXUWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ3DUDOOHO'LVWULEXWHGDQG*ULG&RPSXWLQJ 3'*&

Step 1&DOFXODWHWKHPHDQPRIJLYHQVSHHFKVLJQDO

Step12: &RPELQH SLWFK DQG  0)&& FRHIILFLHQWV IRU HDFK
VSHHFKVLJQDO&UHDWHDPRGHOE\XVLQJWKHVHFRPELQHGIHDWXUHV
ଵ
m = ൈ σே
   DQG WUDLQ WKH PRGHO E\ XVLQJ VSHHFK VLJQDOV 8VLQJ 690 DV
ୀଵ ܵሺ݅ሻ
ே
FODVVLILHU 
Step 25HPRYHWKHGLIIHUHQWLDOFRHIILFLHQW '& FRPSRQHQWDV Step13: 7HVWWKHPRGHOE\XVLQJVSHHFKVLJQDOV

IROORZV
S = Si - m
iZKHUHi = 1 WR N

B. Proposed Block Diagram
1RZWKHVLJQDO6KDVQR'&FRPSRQHQW

,QSXW
Step 3: 5HPRYHWKHVLOHQFHSDUWIURPWKHVSHHFKVLJQDO

6SHHFK
6LJQDO

$IUDPHZKRVHVKRUWWHUPHQHUJ\YDOXHLVOHVVWKDQ

RI DYHUDJH VKRUW WHUP HQHUJ\ RI WKH VSHHFK VLJQDO WKDW IUDPH
5HPRYH
5HPRYH
:LQGRZLQJ
 %UHDN
'&
VLOHQFH
VLJQDOLQWR
ZLOOEHFDWHJRUL]HGDVVLOHQFHIUDPH

WKHVLJQDO
HIIHFW
UHJLRQ
 PV
Step 4:'LYLGHWKHVSHHFKVLJQDOLQWRIUDPHVRIVL]HPVHDFK
 IUDPHV
&DOFXODWHWKHIUDPHVL]HFsDQGQXPEHURIIUDPHVFn

௦

Fs =
ൈ ʹͲ

&DOFXODWH=&5
ଵ

DQG67(YDOXH

IRUHDFKIUDPH
ே

Fn =


ி௦


Fi GHQRWHVWKHithIUDPHZKHUH1  i  Fn .
([WUDFW DOO YRLFHG
)UDPH LV YRLFHG
6HWWKUHVKROGYDOXHV


IUDPHVDQGFDOFXODWH
LI =&5 YDOXH RI
WK] PHDQ =&5 

FHSVWUDO
FRHIILFLHQWV
Step 5:&DOFXODWHWKH]HURFURVVLQJUDWHYDOXHRIHDFKIUDPH
IUDPH  WK] DQG
DQGWKV PHDQ 67( 
IRU HDFK YRLFHG
67( YDOXH RI
IUDPH

 V
IUDPH!WK
ிೞ ͳ

ܼ ൌ  
ൣܾܽݏ൫݊݃݅ݏ൫ܨ ሺ݆ሻ൯  െ ݊݃݅ݏ൫ܨ ሺ݆  ͳሻ൯   Ͳ൯൧
ୀଵ ʹ

([WUDFWWKH
7DNH WKH DYHUDJH


SLWFKYDOXHIRU
RI SLWFK YDOXH RI
DOOYRLFHG
DOO WKH YRLFHG
i where i=1 WR Fn
IUDPHV
IUDPHV 
ZiUHSUHVHQWV=HURFURVVLQJUDWHRIithIUDPHDQGLVVWRUHGLQ

YHFWRUZRIVL]HFn ൈ1.
)LJ%ORFNGLDJUDPIRUFDOFXODWLQJSLWFKIUHTXHQF\

Step 6:&DOFXODWHWKHVKRUWWHUPHQHUJ\YDOXHRIHDFKIUDPH

2

Ei = σி௦

where
i=1
WR
F



ሺ݅ܨሺ݆ሻሻ
i
n
ୀଵ
([WUDFW
3LWFK


IUHTXHQF\
9RLFHG

EiUHSUHVHQWV6KRUWWHUPHQHUJ\RIithIUDPHDQGLVVWRUHGLQ
VSHHFK
&UHDWHDPRGHO

VLJQDO
YHFWRUERIVL]HFn ൈ1.
ZLWKWKLVFRPELQHG
 &RPELQH
IHDWXUHYHFWRUDQG
Step 7: 6HWWKHWKUHVKROGYDOXHVIRU=&5DQG67(
XVH690DV
 WKHVHWZR
IHDWXUHV
&ODVVLILHU
ଵ

ி
σ
thz = ൈ ୀଵ ܼ

ி

([WUDFW
0)&&
ଵ

ி
ths =
ൈ σୀଵ ܧ

FRHIILFLHQWV
7UDLQDQG7HVWWKH
ி

PRGHOXVLQJVSHHFK

VDPSOHVXVLQJ690
Zi represent the ZCR value of ith frame
&ODVVLILHU

th

Ei represent the STE value of i frame

)LQGRXWWKH
Repeat step 6 and step 7 for i=1 to Fn.
DFFXUDF\RQWKH

EDVLVRIHUURU
Step 8: (VWLPDWLRQ RI YRLFHG IUDPHV EDVHG RQ =&5 DQG 67(
PDWUL[JHQHUDWHG

YDOXHRIHDFKIUDPHDQGWKUHVKROGYDOXHV

LWKIUDPHLVYRLFHGLI=LWK] (L!WKVRWKHUZLVH

)LJ%ORFNGLDJUDPIRU*HQGHU,GHQWLILFDWLRQXVLQJ690
XQYRLFHGIUDPH

DVFODVVLILHU
Step 9: $SSO\&HSVWUDO$QDO\VLVPHWKRGWRFDOFXODWHWKHSLWFK

YDOXHIRUDOOWKHYRLFHGIUDPHV
,,, 3$5$0(7(5686(')253(5)250$1&(

0($685(6
Step 10: 7DNHWKHDYHUDJHSLWFKYDOXHRIYRLFHGIUDPHVDQGWKLV
LVWUHDWHGDVSLWFKYDOXHIRUSDUWLFXODUVSHHFKVLJQDO
7KH HUURU PDWUL[ DOVR RIWHQ FDOOHG WKHFRQIXVLRQ PDWUL[ LV
Step11: &DOFXODWH0)&&FRHIILFLHQWVRIHDFKYRLFHGIUDPHV XVHGIRUHYDOXDWLQJPRGHOSHUIRUPDQFH(UURUPDWUL[FRPSDUHV
DQGWDNHWKHDYHUDJHYDOXHRI0)&&FRHIILFLHQWVDQGWKLVLV WKHGHFLVLRQPDGHE\PRGHOZLWKDFWXDOIDFWV&ROXPQVRIWKH
WUHDWHGDV0)&&FRHIILFLHQWVIRUSDUWLFXODUVSHHFKVLJQDO



)RXUWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ3DUDOOHO'LVWULEXWHGDQG*ULG&RPSXWLQJ 3'*&

PDWUL[ UHSUHVHQW WKH LQVWDQFHV LQ  SUHGLFWHG FODVV ZKLOH URZV
UHSUHVHQWWKHLQVWDQFHVLQDQDFWXDOFODVV ,W VKRZVWKHQXPEHU
RI IDOVH SRVLWLYHV )3  IDOVH QHJDWLYHV )1  WUXH SRVLWLYHV
73 DQGWUXHQHJDWLYHV 71 
73 GHILQHV QXPEHU RI KLWV 71 GHILQHV QXPEHU RI FRUUHFW
UHMHFWLRQ )3  GHILQHV  IDOVH DODUP )1 LV GHILQHV QXPEHU RI
PLVVHV
6HQVLWLYLW\ RU 7UXH 3RVLWLYH 5DWH 735  PHDVXUHV WKH
SURSRUWLRQ RI SRVLWLYHV WKDW DUH FRUUHFWO\ LGHQWLILHG ,W LV
HTXLYDOHQWWRKLWUDWH
்
 
  
ܴܶܲ ൌ
்ାிே

6SHFLILFLW\ RU 7UXH 1HJDWLYH 5DWH 715  PHDVXUHV WKH
SURSRUWLRQRIQHJDWLYHVWKDWDUHFRUUHFWO\LGHQWLILHG

்ே
  
ܴܶܰ ൌ


  7KH WKUHVKROG YDOXHV DUH WK]   DQG WKV  
7KH VSHHFK ZDYHIRUP FRQWDLQV WRWDO  IUDPHV RI VL]H  PV
HDFK,WLVIRXQGWKDWWRWDOYRLFHGIUDPHVDUHIRXQGDQGUHVW
IUDPHVDUHXQYRLFHG)LJUHSUHVHQWVFHSVWUXPFRHIILFLHQWV
RI WKH YRLFHG IUDPH 7DEOH  VKRZV WKH UDQJH RI SLWFK YDOXHV
REWDLQHGE\XVLQJRXUSURSRVHGDSSURDFKIRUPDOHDQGIHPDOH
VSHHFKVLJQDOV

ிା்ே

7KHIDOVHSRVLWLYHUDWH )35LVWKHSURSRUWLRQRIDOOQHJDWLYHV
WKDWVWLOO\LHOGSRVLWLYHWHVWRXWFRPHV

ி
  
 ܴܲܨൌ
ிା்ே

7KHIDOVH QHJDWLYH UDWH )15  LV WKH SURSRUWLRQ RI HYHQWV WKDW
DUH EHLQJ WHVWHG IRU ZKLFK \LHOG QHJDWLYH WHVW RXWFRPHV ZLWK
WKHWHVW
ிே
 ܴܰܨൌ
  
ிேା்

7KHDFFXUDF\LVWKHGHJUHHRIFORVHQHVVRIPHDVXUHPHQWVRID
TXDQWLW\WRWKDWTXDQWLW\ VWUXHYDOXH

்ା்ே
  
 ݕܿܽݎݑܿܿܣൌ


)LJ 6SHHFKZDYHIRUP


)LJ 6SHHFKZDYHIRUPZLWKRXWVLOHQFHUHJLRQ

ௌ௭ௗ௧௦௧



,9 6,08/$7,21$1'5(68/76
,,,7+GDWDEDVHLVXVHGIRUWKHSHUIRUPDQFHHYDOXDWLRQRIWKH
SURSRVHG DSSURDFK ,W FRQWDLQV  VSHHFK VDPSOHV LQ ILYH
,QGLDQ ODQJXDJHV LH +LQGL 0DUDWKL 7HOXJX 7DPLO DQG
0DOD\DODP  PDOH VSHDNHUV  +LQGL  0DUDWKL 
7HOXJX7DPLODQG0DOD\DODP DQGIHPDOHVSHDNHUV
 +LQGL  0DUDWKL  7HOXJX  7DPLO DQG 
0DOD\DODP DUHXVHGIRUWKHWUDLQLQJSXUSRVHRIWKHPRGHO
PDOHVSHDNHUV +LQGL0DUDWKL7HOXJX7DPLODQG
 0DOD\DODP  DQG  IHPDOH VSHDNHUV  +LQGL 
0DUDWKL7HOXJX7DPLODQG0DOD\DODP DUHVHOHFWHG
UDQGRPO\WRWHVWWKHWUDLQHGPRGHO7KHVDPSOLQJIUHTXHQF\RI
DOOVSHHFKVLJQDOVDUHN+]DQGHDFKVDPSOHFRQWDLQVELWV
7KHSLWFKDQGWKRUGHU0)&&FRHIILFLHQWVDUHH[WUDFWHGIURP
HYHU\  PV IUDPH 7KH GLPHQVLRQ RI IHDWXUH YHFWRU LV  
IRU SLWFK DQG  IRU 0)&& FRHIILFLHQWV 7KH SURSRVHG
DSSURDFK KDV EHHQ DSSOLHG WR DOO VSHHFK VLJQDOV IRU JHQGHU
LGHQWLILFDWLRQ ,W LV REVHUYHG WKDW JHQGHU LGHQWLILFDWLRQ LV
SRVVLEOH ZLWK KLJK DFFXUDF\ E\ XVLQJ YRLFHG IUDPHV 2XU
SURSRVHGDSSURDFKLVYHU\UREXVWDQGODQJXDJHLQGHSHQGHQW
)LJUHSUHVHQWVWKHRULJLQDOZDYHIRUPRILQSXWVSHHFKVLJQDO
)LJ  UHSUHVHQWV WKH RULJLQDO VSHHFK ZDYHIRUP ZLWKRXW '&
HIIHFW DQG VLOHQFH UHJLRQ )LJ  UHSUHVHQWV WKH  PV YRLFHG
IUDPHRIWKHZDYHIRUP)RUWKLVYRLFHGIUDPH=&5 DQG67(


)LJ PVYRLFHGVSHHFKIUDPH


)LJ &HSVWUXPFRHIILFLHQWVRIYRLFHGIUDPH







)RXUWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ3DUDOOHO'LVWULEXWHGDQG*ULG&RPSXWLQJ 3'*&
7$%/(3LWFKYDOXHVREWDLQHGIURPVSHHFKVDPSOHVXVLQJSURSRVHG
$SSURDFK

7$%/((UURU0DWUL[IRUWKH690PRGHORQJHQGHUBWHVWBVFRUHBLGHQWVFVY
SURSRUWLRQV 
Count

Male speaker speech
samples
Female speaker speech
samples

Min pitch value


Max pitch value






Actual

Predicted



0

1

Error










 ݕܿܽݎݑܿܿܣൌ 
7KH ILOH ³JHQGHU[OV´ FRQWDLQV WUDLQLQJ GDWD ZLWK FRPELQHG
IHDWXUHV7KHILOH³JHQGHUBWHVWBVFRUHBLGHQWVFVY´FRQWDLQVWHVW
GDWDZLWKFRPELQHGIHDWXUHV7KHWHVWRXWFRPHFDQEHSRVLWLYH
FODVVLI\ WKH VSHDNHU WKDW LV IHPDOH UHSUHVHQWHG E\   RU
QHJDWLYH FODVVLI\ WKH VSHDNHU WKDW LV QRW IHPDOH LH PDOH
UHSUHVHQWHG E\   7DEOH  UHSUHVHQWV HUURU PDWUL[ JHQHUDWHG
RQO\WDNLQJSLWFKDVIHDWXUH7DEOHVKRZVWKDWRXWRI
VSHDNHUV DUH FRUUHFWO\ LGHQWLILHG DV IHPDOH VSHDNHUV DQG 
VSHDNHUV RXW RI  DUH FRUUHFWO\ LGHQWLILHG DV PDOH VSHDNHUV
 PDOH VSHDNHUV LQFRUUHFWO\ LGHQWLILHG DV IHPDOH DQG 
IHPDOHVSHDNHUVLQFRUUHFWO\LGHQWLILHGDVPDOHVSHDNHUV
7$%/((UURU0DWUL[IRUWKH690PRGHORQJHQGHUBWHVWBVFRUHBLGHQWVFVY
FRXQWV 

Count

Predicted



Actual

0

1







Actual

0

1

Error










 ݕܿܽݎݑܿܿܣൌ 

ଽା଼
ଶ

ൌ ͺͺΨ

  

7DEOH  UHSUHVHQWV HUURU PDWUL[ JHQHUDWHG ZKHQ SLWFK DQG
0)&& FRHIILFLHQWV WRJHWKHU WDNHQ DV IHDWXUH YHFWRU 7DEOH 
VKRZVWKDWVSHDNHUVRXWRIDUHFRUUHFWO\LGHQWLILHGDV
IHPDOH VSHDNHUV DQG  VSHDNHUV RXW RI  DUH FRUUHFWO\
LGHQWLILHG DV PDOH VSHDNHUV  PDOH VSHDNHUV LQFRUUHFWO\
LGHQWLILHG DV IHPDOH DQG QRQH IHPDOH VSHDNHUV LQFRUUHFWO\
LGHQWLILHGDVPDOHVSHDNHUV
7$%/((UURU0DWUL[IRUWKH690PRGHORQJHQGHUBWHVWBVFRUHBLGHQWVFVY
FRXQWV 

Actual

Predicted



  

2YHUDOOHUURULWPHDQVWKDWDFFXUDF\LV
%\WDNLQJSLWFKRQO\IHDWXUHDFFXUDF\RIJHQGHULGHQWLILFDWLRQ
LV  ZKLOH FRPELQLQJ LW ZLWK 0)&& FRHIILFLHQWV DFFXUDF\
KDVLPSURYHGWR7KLVDFFXUDF\LVEHWWHUWKDQDFFXUDF\
WKDW FDOFXODWHG FRQVLGHULQJ ERWK YRLFHG DQG XQYRLFHG IUDPHV
GXULQJIHDWXUHVH[WUDFWLRQ
&21&/86,21
,Q WKLV SDSHU D QHZ DSSURDFK IRU JHQGHU LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI
VSHDNHUV XVLQJ RQO\ YRLFHG VSHHFK IUDPHV LV SURSRVHG 7KLV
DSSURDFK RI JHQGHU LGHQWLILFDWLRQ FDQ EH XVHG IRU UHDO WLPH
DSSOLFDWLRQV OLNH VSHFLILF JHQGHU HQWU\ V\VWHPV RU JHQGHU
VSHFLILF VXUYH\ ,W FDQ DOVR EH XVHG IRU VSHDNHU UHFRJQLWLRQ
V\VWHPE\UHGXFLQJVHDUFKVSDFH

0

1







>@ $ 0LFKDHO 1ROO&HSVWUXP 3LWFK 'HWHUPLQDWLRQ E\ -RXUQDO RI
$FRXVWLF6RFLHW\RI$PHULFD9RO1RSS

>@ / 5DELQHU 0 &KHQJ $ 5RVHQEHUJ  ³$ &RPSDUDWLYH 6WXG\ RI 6HYHUDO
3LWFK 'HWHFWLRQ $OJRULWKPV´ ,((( 7UDQV $FRXVWLFV 6SHHFK DQG 6LJQDO
3URFHVVLQJ9RO$6631RSS2FW

2YHUDOOHUURULWPHDQVWKDWDFFXUDF\LV

Count

ൌ ͻͻǤͷΨ

>@ 'DYLG *HUKDUG 1RYHPEHU  3LWFK ([WUDFWLRQ DQG )XQGDPHQWDO
)UHTXHQF\+LVWRU\DQG&XUUHQW7HFKQLTXHV7HFKQLFDO5HSRUW

Predicted



ଶ

5()(5(1&(6
>@/55DELQHUDQG%+-XDQJ)XQGDPHQWDORIVSHHFK5HFRJQLWLRQ
VWHG3HDUVRQ(GXFDWLRQ'HOKL
>@%*ROGDQG10RUJDQ6SHHFKDQGDXGLRVLJQDO3URFHVVLQJ-RKQ
:LOH\DQG6RQV

7$%/((UURU0DWUL[IRUWKH690PRGHORQJHQGHUBWHVWBVFRUHBLGHQWVFVY
SURSRUWLRQV 
Count

ଵାଽଽ

>@ + +DUE DQG / &KHQ *HQGHU LGHQWLILFDWLRQ XVLQJ D JHQHUDO DXGLR
FODVVLILHU 3URFHHGLQJV WKH ,((( LQWHUQDWLRQDO FRQIHUHQFH RQ
PXOWLPHGLD H[SR,&0(SS
>@ <X0LQ =HQJ =KHQ<DQJ :X 7LDJR )DON DQG :DL<LS &KDQ ³5REXVW
*00EDVHG*HQGHUFODVVLILFDWLRQXVLQJSLWFKDQG5$67$3/3SDUDPHWHUVRI
VSHHFK´3URFHHGLQJVRIWKHILIWK,QWHUQDWLRQDOFRQIHUHQFHRQ0DFKLQHOHDUQLQJ
DQG &\EHUQHWLFV 'DOLDQ $XJ        
>@0+6HGDDJKL³$&RPSDUDWLYH6WXG\RI*HQGHUDQG$JH&ODVVLILFDWLRQLQ
6SHHFK 6LJQDOV´ ,UDQLDQ -RXUQDO RI (OHFWULFDO  (OHFWURQLF (QJLQHHULQJ
9RO1R0DUFK








>@ 0$EGROODKL (9DODYL +$KPDGL 1RXEDUL ³ 9RLFH EDVHG JHQGHU
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ABSTRACT
Interaction with standard databases
are possible only if we know about
the standard SQL queries. This
paper focuses on interacting with the
DBMS with speech. Automatic
speech recognition is becoming
famous now a days and it is widely
used in many applications. Here
users can interact with the database
with their voice for retrieving details
from it. Hence it is not necessary
that user must have a prior
knowledge about the SQL queries,
they could retrieve details with their
knowledge. The main purpose of
this paper is that novice users who
have no knowledge about the sql
queries can use it for retrieving the
details from the database.

INTRODUCTION
Speech is one among the way of
exchanging information among
people. Many interfaces are being
developed
for
human-machine
interaction.
Voice/speech
recognition is one of the widely

developing area now. Automatic
speech recognition (ASR) is
becoming famous nowadays. Many
speech recognition systems can
recognize lot of words. ASR, is has
a lot of applications in many aspects
of our daily life, for example,
telephone applications, applications
for the physically handicapped and
illiterates and many others in the
area of computer science.
OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED
SYSTEM
We propose an interactive database
system approach in which speech is
recognized using speech recognizer
and the recognized voice is
converted into text .Now the text is
converted into a standard sql query.
For the constructed sql query
necessary details are retrieved from
the database. This process is
repeated until the user is satisfied
with the retrieval results.
LIST OF MODULES
1. Automated speech recognition
module

2. Text to Sql Converter Module
3. Database Interaction Module
Automatic Speech Recognizer
Module
Speech
recognition is
the inter
disciplinary sub-field
of computational
linguistics that
develops
methodologies
and
technologies that enables the
recognition
and translation of
spoken language into text by
computers. It is also known as
"automatic speech recognition"
(ASR),
"computer
speech
recognition", or just "speech to text"
(STT). It incorporates knowledge
and
research
in
the linguistics, computer
science,
and electrical
engineering fields.
Some speech recognition systems
require "training" (also called
"enrollment") where an individual
speaker
reads
text
or
isolated vocabulary into the system.
The system analyzes the person's
specific voice and uses it to finetune the recognition of that person's
speech, resulting in increased
accuracy. Systems that do not use
training
are
called
"speaker
independent" systems. Systems that
use training are called "speaker
dependent" The automatic speech
recognizer takes user voice as the
input
and
produces
the
corresponding text as the output. It
is a speaker independent continuous
speech recognition system. It
accepts voice input from the user as
SQL or NON-SQL commands and

converts into text.
In order to
implement this module, the voice of
the user is taken as the input. This
input is recorded using the
microphone. The voice of the users
are stored as wav file. This wave file
is taken as the input for processing.
Here
we
to
consider
the
configuration file for processing the
user voice input. The configuration
file contains the required details for
processing a wav file ,the sampling
rate for processing the speech signal
is stored in that file.

Text to Sql Module
Input recognized in the module1 is
converted into a standard text format
in this module. The administrator
have to write an xml configuration
file for the created database. Once
the configuration file is written, it is
taken as an input for processing
module2.
Here
the
xml
configuration file is converted into a
adjacency list like structure. Each
line of the configuration file is
processed and the required details
are taken to produce the output for
text to SQL converter. Initially
parsing is done to separate each
word in the sentences and now we
get different set of tokens as the
output. Now in this tokens we have
to remove the stop words such as a,
the, for, is. Once the stop words
have been removed, now we have to
categorize the tokens in to different
labels

Database Interaction Module
In this module, we have to consider
the sql query obtained in the
previous module as the input and it
is used to retrieve the necessary
details from the database. It is
similar
to
normal
database
interaction, but here we are not
using any keyboard to give the
query, rather we just use the queries
said by the user through their voice.
Finally, the result is displayed into
the screen.

OUTPUT

FUTURE SCOPE
This software is use in many places
for managing the database such as
collages, schools, small shops, etc…

where the non technical worker can
handle the system with simple
knowledge of Sql commands.
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between. In contrast to traditional air pollution
monitoring stations, we present the design,
implementation, and evaluation of low power, low cost
Air Pollution Monitoring System which provides real
time monitoring of polluted materials at proper
locations by using distributed (real time) air pollution
monitoring systems. In the present paper a
microcontroller based embedded system is developed
for awaking people about the air pollution at each
square. This system indicates the toxic gases status in
air with real time on LCD displays. This work modifies
the existing safety model installed in industries and this
system also be used in homes and offices. In case of
delay in message delivery of warning system
installation of voice module is done to make it more
reliable and efficient for altering purpose. This system
will be definitely going to be useful for mankind and
will serve in regaining the healthy environment for the
people by monitoring continuously the level of toxic
gases in the atmosphere.

[I] INTRODUCTION
Pollution can be defined as presence of minute
particles that disturbs the functioning of natural
processes and also produces undesirable health
effects. In other word pollution can affect the natural
cycle and also can disturb the health of human being
[1]. As industrialization is growing very extensively
pollution is also getting introduced at large manner.
At present there is Air pollution, Water pollution,
Soil pollution worldwide. Air pollution is the
presence of contamination or minute particles that
interfere with human health and environment. These
pollutants basically results from vehicles, industries
[2].
Quality air is fundamental to people’s health and
well-being. Air quality is an important issue from

both a social and economic point of view. Continual
advances in medicine and technology necessitate
constant reevaluation of the air-conditioning needs
of humans. Most of us spend major portion of our
time indoors in homes, schools, the workplace,
shopping malls or hospitals. The average person will
use typically 15kg of air a day through breathing
compared with 1kg of food and 2kg of water, yet
there are no clear guidelines to ensure good air
quality in buildings available.
Urban air pollution is an essential environmental
issue due to its direct effect on human health. It is
fast becoming a grave threat as levels of toxicity in
urban centers increase beyond safe limits. This is
especially true for many low and middle income
nations, where the rapid pace of industrialization and
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Abstract-Automobiles are a 'necessary evil', while they
have made living easy and convenient they have also
made Human life and environment more complicated
and vulnerable to both toxic emissions and increased
risk factors. Hence air pollution monitoring is
extremely important as air pollution has a direct
impact on human health and environment. Urban
people are most affected and amongst the worst
sufferers are traffic policemen who are particularly
close to the fumes of automobile exhaust. Studies made
in India, indicate that there is high rate of occurrence
of respiratory, digestive, ocular and skin problems
amongst the traffic policemen and a significant number
of them become victims of lung disorders in the very
first few months of their posting to a traffic
department. Traditionally, pollution measurements are
performed using expensive equipment at fixed
locations or dedicated mobile equipment laboratories.
This is a coarse-grained and expensive approach where
the pollution measurements are few and far inKeywords:
Microcontroller,
Embedded
System,
Pollution, LCD display, low cost, low power consumption
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[II] LITERATURE REVIEW
Sunithaa.Jetal [1] explained that the design of a
wireless LPG leakage monitoring system is proposed
for home safety. The system detects the leakage of

Copyright@EDTA-2K17

the LPG and alerts the consumer about the leak and
as an emergency measure thesystem will switch on
the exhaust fan and also checks the leakage. An
added feature of the system is that theapproximate
consumption is indicated in terms of the total
weight. The proposed system makes use of GSM
module in order to alert about the gas leakage via an
SMS. Whenever the system detects the increase in
theconcentration of the LPG it immediately alerts by
activating an alarm and simultaneously sending
message to the specified mobile phones. The exhaust
fan is switched on and an LPG safe solenoid valve
fitted to thecylinder is given a signal to close
avoiding further leakage. The device ensures safety
and prevents suffocation andexplosion due to gas
leakage.
V.Ramyaetal [2] mentioned that safety plays a
major role intoday’s world and it is necessary that
good safety systemsare to be implemented in places
of education and work.This work modifies the
existing safety model installed inindustries and this
system also be used in homes andoffices. The main
objective of the work is design inmicrocontroller
based toxic gas detecting and alerting system. The
hazardous gases like LPG and propane weresensed
and displayed each and every second in the LCD
display. If these gases exceed the normal level then
analarm is generated immediately and also an alert
message (SMS) is sent to the authorized person
through the GSM.The advantage of this automated
detection and alertingsystem over the manual
method is that it offers quickresponse time and
accurate detection of an emergency andin turn
leading faster diffusion of the critical situation.
Sagar Shindeetal [3] explained that the former
systems can not react in time, even cannot obtain
data from an accident andlocate accurately. This
system gives real time detective of potential risk
area, collect the data of leak accident andlocate
leakage point. This system having protection
circuitry consists of exhaust fan and an
LiquefiedPetroleum Gas Safe Solenoid Valve. The
hazardous gasses like Liquefied Petroleum Gas and
Propane were sensedand displayed each and every
second in Liquid Crystal Display. If these gasses
exceed normal level then alarm isgenerated
immediately. In this system MQ-6 gas sensor used to
sense poisonous gas and has high sensitivity toLPG
and also response to natural gas. This work modifies
the existing safety model installed in industries. It
offers quick response time and accurate detection.
Jen-Hao Liu et al [4] Introduced micro-scale air
quality monitoring system for urban areas in
2012.This System monitors the concentration of
carbon monoxide co caused by heavy vehicles
emission. Sensor nodes were deployed in highly
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development coupled with fast growing urban
population are leading to increased environmental
constraints. Due to the trans-boundary nature of
airborne pollutants, a single organization cannot seek
to control or take responsibility for international
pollution issues. Therefore, the control of air
pollution is entirely inter-country dependent and
relies heavily on the local legislation. The passing of
new legislation can only take place once accurate
figures on current pollution trends are in place and
may only be effectively executed if the airborne
compounds can be monitored accurately.
The World Health Organization states that 2.3
million people die each year due to causes directly
attributed by air pollution. Based the fact above
mentioned, the human should focus on air pollution
monitoring [1].Many organizations and countries
around the world have set up urban environmental
monitoring systems to provide the data needed to
maintain orimprove air quality. In Paris, AIRPARIF
(2012), an organization tasked by the French
government to monitor air quality is operating a
network of 42 automated monitoring stations spread
over a 100-kilometre radius. Likewise, in Australia,
the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH)
(Environment Protection Authority of New
SouthWales 2012) is responsible for monitoring and
reporting air quality. OEH collects data on real-time
concentrations of ambient air pollutants from over
30 monitoring sites within the Air Quality
Monitoring
Network,
located
around
the
metropolitan areas. It aims on informing the public
about prevailing environmental conditions by
updating the regional air quality index on an hourly
basis, i.e. providing 24-hour, monthly and annual
reports. On a larger scale, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency manages the
nationwide air quality monitoring program called
AIRNOW (2012), which monitors a specific set of
air pollutants, called criteria air pollutants across the
United States. AIRNOW offers daily AQI (Air
Quality Index) forecasts as well as real-time AQI
conditions for over 300 cities across the United
States. India however, like most polluted country,
lacks an urban air pollution monitoring infrastructure
as it is difficult for the public sector to dedicate the
resources necessary for this. What is required is a
system that is comprehensive in terms of spatial and
pollutant coverage and is relatively inexpensive and
autonomous.
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[IV] DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTION
Heart of the circuit is ATmega328P. Other
components used are 16×2 LCD display (LCD1),
temperature and humidity module DHT11, gas
sensor MQ135, MQ5, MQ7, PM2.5/PM10 sensor
and a few others which is shown in fig.1
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[III] PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
During past decades, as result of civilization and
urbanization there is a huge growth in Polluting
industries, open burning of refuse and leaves,
massive quantities of construction waste, substantial
loss of forests and vehicles (particularly diesel

driven cars) on roads that give rise to health
endangering pollution. Therefore, it is necessary
toregularly monitor and report the hazardous impacts
from air pollution.
Clean air is vital need for every human being.
Polluted air causes many health problems and
several damages. Therefore to make any step ahead
of controlling the pollution rate it is necessary to
monitor the air quality which may help us to make a
right decision at right time. There are various causes
of increasing the pollution such as smoke
automobile exhaust, chemical discharge from
industries, radioactive substance etc.these are main
reason of decreasing the quality of air. The main
gases which directly affect the human health are
carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen sulphide, sulphur
dioxide (SO2), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and the main
contribution of these gases are traffic related
pollutant emission. Huge efforts are required to
improve the quality of air in both outdoor and
indoorenvironment. Monitoring of environment has
beencontrolled from manual to the automatic control
step bystep. There are various improvement in the
instrument ofenvironment monitoring but still
cannot meet the harsh environment.

Fig.1: Circuit diagram of the system
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populated areas. System was integrated with the
GSM for data transmission.Gateway collected the
data from all sensor nodes and sends to control
centre by GSM network.
Anuj Kumar et al [5] in 2013 conducted a review
on environmental monitoring system. The review
discussed different techniques and various hardware
used in the environment monitoring systems. It also
considered the parameters like low cost, low power
consumption, reliability, and signal to noise ratio
and RF interference.
Ayushi Gupta et al [6] explained the version of
measurement device which is made of sensor unit,
A/D converters and microcontroller to convert
sensor’s electric response to gas concentrations.
Microcontroller is also responsible for linking
measurement results with geographic coordinates
from GPS and sending these data to servers using
GSM/GPRS link. The gas concentration sensors
together with temperature and humidity sensors are
put inside manifold Air flow inside manifold is
forced by fan, which rotate speed is controlled by
microprocessor because change in flow rate will
change gas sensor’s substrate temperatures as air is
cooling the casings of sensors. Electrical response of
gas sensors is converted into voltage signals using
very high impedance operational amplifier (for EMF
output) or by resistive voltage divider (for resistive
output)
Nisha Parveen et al [7] mentioned the technique
that monitor the quality of air, a new framework is
proposed that monitors the parameters of the
environment around us such as NH4, CO, presence
of smoke, alcohol, LPG, temperature and humidity
and dust with the help of GSM. Various gas sensors
are used here to detect air pollutants, LPG and
alcohol. Few of them are detect the amount of gases
and displayed these amount on LCD display at every
10 sec. There is an additional feature in this project,
the system continuously level reaches below the
threshold limit of gas then alerts the consumer about
the leak by sending SMS to the authorized person
through the GSM and an alarm is generated
immediately. The software package PROTEUS has
been used for testing the microcontroller program
and its functionality virtually through a simulation
environment. Once the program has been tested
successfully via the PROTEUS simulator, it is
subsequently embedded into the microcontroller.

All India Seminar On Recent Advances In Electronics design, Technologies and applications (EDTA-2K17)
In this circuit diagram.Atmega328p is used. Reason
behind using Atmega328p is that we’re using large
no. of sensor that is not compatible with
ATmega.Gas sensor modules are connected to the
Arduino Uno board using jumper wires.The Analog
pin of the sensorsis connected to the analog pin on
the Arduino board,while the +5V and GND pins on
the sensor module are connected to the 5V Vcc and
GND (ground) pin respectively on the Arduino
board. The Arduino Uno board is thenconnected to a
LCD display and GSM module. The working can be
explained as 5v regulated supply is given to the
circuit and all the sensor present in the circuit
continuously sense the atmosphere and the output
from all the sensors goes to the input of programmed
controller. The output from sensor is in analog form.
We set some threshold value for particular gas and
also for particulate matter which depicts the digital
voltage level 5V. All the values of gas that are below
threshold value are denoted as voltage somewhere
between 0-5V. As the output from sensor is in
analog form so this analog data is converted in
digital form by the help of AD convertor and
microcontroller. This digital output which is in the
form of voltage is converted into different levels of
gases in the atmosphere and are displayed on the
LCD.As soon as the value of any gas in the
atmosphere increase more than threshold level then a
message is sent to the authorized person with the
help of GSM interfaced with microcontroller with
the help of RS232 cable and also the voice module
will be turned on and a message will be aired to
notify the people of that particular locality.

generate voltage signals in proportions to the
percentage amount of the detectable gas,
temperature, humidity. Voltage data from sensors is
converted into digital form using arduino board and
displayed on LCD display.

Fig.2: One module of the system

[VII] FUTURE SCOPE
This system has an advantage such as low power
consumption, inorder monitor quantity in different
site, future work can be focused on establishing a
system with more sensor node and more base station
connection between node and base station. This
system can also be used in cotton industries.
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In the present system data display on 16X2 LCD in
the given format successfully as shown in Fig.3 in
the first row, humidity is displayed in percentage. In
second row temperature reading is displayed in
Celcius.In the following rows, reading of MQ135
and MQ7 are displayed.

Fig.3: Data displayed on LCD display
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[VI] CONCLUSION
We have shown the construction and working of
ArduAir which is a small, portable and low-cost air
pollution monitoring system. This system can be
used easily at a large scale and domestically by a
large number of people. We used Arduino to monitor
CO, NO2, smoke alcohol, LPG and Particulated
matter etc. using different sensors. This system can
thus be utilized effectively by the general public for
monitoring the quality of air around them.These
sensors offers many advantages like long lifetime,
low cost, reliable and high sensitive to their
respective gases.
The proposed Wireless Air Pollution Monitoring
System provides real-time information about the
level of air pollution in these regions, as well as
provides alerts in cases of drastic change in quality
of air.
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One of the modules of the given system is shown in
fig.2. In this system only two gas sensors MQ135
and MQ7 having capability to sense smoke and
alcohol respectively are used. For measurement of
temperature and humidity there is temperature and
humidity sensor, called DHT11. These sensors

[V] RESULT
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ABSTRACT
With the explosion of information traffic due to the
Internet, electronic commerce, computer networks,
multimedia, voice, data, and video, the need for a
transmission medium with the bandwidth capabilities for
handling such vast amounts of information is paramount.
Fiber optics, with its comparatively infinite bandwidth,
has proven to be the solution. The security inherent in
optical fiber systems is a major benefit. The increasing
rate of crime, attacks by thieves, intruders and vandals,
despite all forms of security gadgets and locks, still need
the attention. To make optical link more secure many
devices can be used for transmission and reception
purpose. These devices may be DNA sensor lock, card
sensor lock, electronic eye lock, thumbprint sensor lock
and electronic combination lock. In this research paper
we are focusing on a secure communication where
biometric system can be used as a good and effective
security option. An important and very reliable human
identification method is fingerprint identification. As
fingerprint of every person is unique thus it can be used
in various security options. Fingerprint recognition at the
transmitter side allows only valid person to transmit the
signal. At the receiver side code lock security can be
economic and good option to allow only valid user to
receive the information which has been sent through
secure optical link. During communication over the
optical link, automation can also be achieved at the
receiver end from the transmitter end. With the help of
automation, energy consumption at the receiver end can
be reduced upto a great extent from the transmitter end.

I INTRODUCTION

KEYWORDS: Automation, Biometric security, Code-lock
security, Optical fiber link.
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There is a consequent increase in the rate and
sophistication of crime. As a result, it is necessary to
ensure security of oneself and one’s valuable
belongings. This creates demand of a new and
modern lock that must be unique. This type of
feature is available in the biometric locks i.e. the lock
which can only be locked and unlocked by the
human body features. Fingerprint of every person on
the earth is unique and can provide good reliability.
Also the implementation of the fingerprint
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Data transmission through unguided transmission
media leads to less security availed in the
transmission therefore data is lost easily during
transmission. Data transmission through guided
media leads to a point to point communication
which is comparatively more secure than unguided
media transmission. There are multiple examples of
guided media transmission such as coaxial cable,
twisted pair and optical fiber transmission. These
media have their own data transmission capacity.
Optical fiber cable has the largest data transmission
capacity among them. The usual rate for optical fiber
cable systems is 2.4 Gbps or even 10 Gbps. While
giving high data transmission rate optical fiber is also
provides secure data transmission.

II

Fiber Optic System Design Considerations:
1) Power Budget: The power arriving at the detector
must be sufficient to allow clean detection with few
errors. The power at the detector must be above the
threshold level or receiver sensitivity.
2) Bandwidth and Rise Time Budgets: The
transmission data rate of a digital fiber optic
communication system is limited by the rise time of
the various components, such as amplifiers and
LEDs, and the dispersion of the fiber. The cumulative
effect of all the components should not limit the
bandwidth of the system.
3) Connectors: Many types of connectors are
available for fiber optics, depending on the
application. The most popular are:
SC-snap-in single-fiber connector
ST and FC-twist-on single-fiber connector
FDDI-fiber distributed data interface connector
4) Fiber Optic Couplers: A fiber optic coupler is a
device used to connect a single (or multiple) fiber to
many other separate fibers. There are two general
categories of couplers:
a) Star couplers
b) T-couplers
5) Wavelength-Division Multiplexers: The couplers
used for wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
are designed specifically to make the coupling
between ports a function of wavelength. The
purpose of these couplers is to separate (or
combine) signals transmitted at different
wavelengths. Essentially, the transmitting coupler is
a mixer and the receiving coupler is a wavelength
filter.
Annie P. Oommen, Rahul A P, Pranav V, Ponni S and
Renjith Nadeshan [1]: This paper explained how to
create a micro-controller based Digital Code Lock
that serves the purpose of security. The
microcontroller based Digital Code Lock is an access
control system that allows only authorized persons
to access a restricted area. The system comprises of
a push button keypad connected to the 8 bit
microcontroller. The system will allow you to preset
a password. The lock will open if and only if the
entered password matches the preset one. If the
entered password is wrong a buzzer will be
activated.In our project digital code lock comprises
of 8 bit microcontroller AT89s52.
Adamu Murtala Zungeru [2]: In his paper, he
explained that the use of electronic combination
locks in modern day technology cannot be
overemphasized. They prevent losses to theft,

LITRATURE SURVEY

Nick Massa [9]: This paper states that optical fiber
must be protected from the environment. Cabling
provides the fiber protection from the elements,
added tensile strength for pulling, rigidity for
bending, and durability. In general, fiber optic cable
can be categorized into two types:
1) Indoor Cables:
• Simplex cable-contains a single fiber for one-way
communication
• Duplex cable-contains two fibers for two-way
communication
• Multi fiber cable-contains more than two fibers.
Fibers are usually in pairs for duplex operation.
• Breakout cable-typically has several individual
simplex cables inside an outer jacket. The outer
jacket includes a zip cord to allow easy access.
• Heavy, light, and plenum-duty and riser cable:
− Heavy-duty cables have thicker jackets than lightduty cable, for rougher handling.
− Plenum cables are jacketed with low-smoke and
fire-retardant materials.
− Riser cables run vertically between floors and must
be engineered to prevent fires from spreading
between floors.
2) Outdoor Cables: Outdoor cables must withstand
harsher environmental conditions than indoor
cables. Outdoor cables are used in applications such
as:
• Overhead-cables strung from telephone lines
• Direct burial-cables placed directly in trenches
• Indirect burial-cables placed in conduits
•Submarine-underwater
cables,
including
transoceanic applications.
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recognition system is easy and economic than the
other ones [14]. Biometric security can be used at
transmitter end so no unauthorized person is able to
send any kind of wrong information to the receiver
end. Receiver end requires a security system too. So
a code-lock security system protects the receiver
end. Only a person who has valid password can be
able to unlock the received data. With the increase
in consumption of energy, there is a great need to
conserve energy in every way possible. The inability
to access and control the appliances from remote
locations is one of the major reasons for energy loss.
So automation is also introduced in the project to
control energy consumption [12].
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FIGURE 1: Block diagram of Electronic Switch
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Artur Balanuta Ricardo Lopes Pereia and Carlos
Santos Silva [6]: In his paper he proposed a novel
system to address the energy consumption problem
and inadequate habits of people in office buildings.
It's a highly flexible distributed office management
system that can scale from an individual node in an
office to the whole building. The goal is to reduce
global building energy consumption without
significantly affecting the user’s comfort level. An
approach is used where the building services are
adjusted to its occupancy level and user’s needs
based on their location. Users are driven to better
energy usage habits through access to information
and feedback.
Ravi Subban and Dattatreya P. Mankame [8]: In his
paper he focused on knowledge on the diverse area
of FP biometric systems envisage the importance of
FP biometric system to provide strong
authentication. The FR is having edge over other
biometric traits. Our project uses fingerprint
security.
TABLE II: Performance of different biometric
technologies based on EER, FAR and FRR [8]
Biometric

EER

FAR

FRR
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1%
2%
2%
0.99%
7%
2%

10%
2%
2%
0.94%
0.1%
10%

Anil K. Jain, Arun Ross and Salil Prabhakar [3]: In his
paper he explained the practical biometric system
should meet the specified recognition accuracy,
speed, and resource requirements, be harmless to
the users, be accepted by the intended population,
and be sufficiently robust to various fraudulent
methods and attacks to the system. In this paper, he
provided a brief overview of the field of biometrics
and summarized some of its advantages,
disadvantages, strengths, limitations, and related
privacy concerns.
Ritesh A. Jadhav and Dattatraya S. Shitole [5]: This
paper explained the implementation of fiber optics
in electronic communication network with
development in optical fiber communication. Its high
bandwidth capabilities and low attenuation
characteristics make it ideal for gigabit transmission.
Using fiber optic cable, optical communication have
enabled communications links to be created over
much greater distances and with much lower levels
of losing the transmission medium and possibly most
important to fall, fiber optical communications has
enabled much higher data rates to be
accommodated.
Satish Palaniappan, Naveen Hariharan, Naren T
Kesh, Vidhyalakshimi S and Angel Deborah S [7]: He
explained in his paper that remotely accessible
environment is an environment in which each
appliance can be remotely accessed and controlled.
Such remotely accessible systems are already
available in the market, but have a number of
drawbacks as well. So we are providing automation
in our project using optical fiber, which is
comparatively much better than other.
Neha Chaudhary Sangeeta Singh, Shubham Pandey
and Shivani Gupta [11]: This paper showed the
study of optical fiber and different types of security
which can be used while transmitting or receiving
data. The single mode fiber optic cable provides
much better performance with lower attenuation.
She explained different types of biometric security
e.g. Voice Recognition, Signature Recognition, Face
Recognition, Palm scan, Iris-scan, Retina-scan, Hand
geometry, Signature-scan, Fingerprint Recognition
etc. This paper introduced a proposal in which one

Vaclav Matyas and Zdenek Rıha [10]: He proposed
the classification of biometric on different parameter
in his paper. Biometric systems falling into the level
four should be able to resist even professional and
well-funded attacks.
TABLE I: classification of biometric on different
parameter [10]
Level

NA
2%
1%
0.01%
1.8%
6%
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Face
Fingerprint
Hand geometry
Iris
Key Strokes
Voice
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carelessness etc. Also being that they are
electronically powered, they provide a better and
safer security system than all other locks. The block
diagram of the electronic lock contains power supply
unit, the input, control and the output units as
shown in fig. 1.
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can use advance technologies like biometric, code
lock and optical link for the safe and secure
transmission of information. She explained in her
paper that Optical Fiber Link is very secure medium
for voice and data transfer. The finger print module
helps to transmit the data from an authorized
person only whereas code lock at the receiver end is
used for receiving information by an authorized
person. At receiver end the lock will open only if
entered password matches the preset one otherwise
not. The brief study in this paper has shown how
code lock security works. The advantage of this code
lock is that the password will be in encrypted form
so that no other person will be able to understand
the password.

this paper. He also introduced the proposed model
of the project in his paper and explained the modes
of project. The project can be classified into
following modesA) Biometric:
1) Data base mode
2) Valid casting mode
3) Checking mode
B) Optical Link Mode: In this mode optical fiber is
used for communication purpose.
1) Voice communication
2) Data communication
3) Fail mode of optical link
C) Code Lock: Code lock security is used at receiver
end, when any person enters code, system will check
condition and operate the optical link.
D) Automation: As the name suggests for getting
something done automatically. This project proposal
is to achieve automation at the receiver end and get
it done from the transmitter end.

FIGURE 2: Biometrics traits (a) Fingerprint (b) Palm (c) Iris
(d) Retina (e) Signature (f) Face [11]
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Sangeeta Singh, Neha Chaudhary, Shubham Pandey
and Shivani Gupta [13]: She further carried out
research on the project proposed by Shubham
Pandey et al. She explained more modifications in
the proposed block diagram and further introduced
the circuit diagram of the transmitter and its working
in her paper. She explained that the heart of the
circuit is microcontroller at89s52. Other components
used are voltage regulator 7805, LCD display 16x2,
matrix keypad, relay, buzzer, and finger print
scanner. First of all, step down transformer and
rectifier together converts 220 AC voltage into 12V
DC supply and capacitor is used to reduce the
harmonics those are introduced during rectification

Shubham Pandey, Shivani Gupta, Neha Chaudhary
and Sangeeta Singh [12]: He focused on
advancement of neha chaudhary et al proposal.
Further study is carried out by him in this paper. This
paper showed the study of different types of
biometric security and how biometric security works
in real time world. He explained how biometric is
depending upon the application context, a biometric
system may operate either in verification mode or
identification mode. He also provided the study of
optical fiber link and code lock security. He discussed
the evolution and advantages of the optical fiber. He
further introduced an automation process in
previous proposal so that energy consumption can
be reduced. Study of automation is also shown in
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FIGURE 3: Block diagram of proposed project [12]
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and regulator 7805 IC provides fixed five volts. Data
can be sent either using keypad or using mic.

Optical fiber cable has the largest data transmission
capacity. The usual rate for optical fiber cable
systems is 2.4 Gbps or even 10 Gbps. While giving
high data transmission rate optical fiber is also
provides secure data transmission. An important and
very reliable human identification method is
fingerprint identification. As fingerprint of every
person is unique thus it can be used in various
security options. Fingerprint recognition at the
transmitter side allows only valid person to transmit
the signal. At the receiver side code lock security can
be economic and good option. Automation can also
be performed through optical link in this project. The
block diagram of this project is shown in the figure 5.
After verifying the biometric ID proof that is
fingerprint of an authorized person, the optical
transmitter sends the analog or digital signal through
optical fiber cable, which is then received by the
optical receiver. In case of invalid person at the
transmitter end, system will beep and doesn’t
provide access to an unauthorized user. This optical
link can also be used for controlling different devices
at receiver end. After reception of the signal at the
receiver end, the user would be able to access the
data and the transmission would be successfully
done with higher security.

FIGURE 4: Circuit Diagram of Transmitter [13]
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The problem for which this project idea is
demonstrated is consequent increase in the rate
and sophistication of crime. As the result of
increment in crime it is highly demanding to make
communication more secure. So to provide security
biometric, code lock and RF-ID etc. technologies
can be used.
While demonstrating this project we have faced
some problems. Some problems occurred designing
the circuit and others occurred implementing the
project. The problem faced in designing are listed
below:
1) Components availability.
2) Deciding value of components.
3) Circuit designing.
The problems faced during implementing the
project are listed below:
1) How to give the effort of soldering properly.
2) Programming of sensor.
3) Signal sending.
4) LCD interfacing.
5) Buzzer interfacing at receiver end.
6) Finger print module interfacing at transmitter
end.

Page

(at89s52)
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FIGURE 5: Block Diagram Of The Project

A regulated power supply of 5 volts is needed in this
project. When user wants to send the data and voice
with the help of optical fiber, system will demand for
fingerprint scanning. Then system will check the
fingerprint condition and operate the relay in case of
valid fingerprint and allow communication of voice
and data. Microcontroller then allows driver circuit
to activate the relay; this will create an optical fiber
link. In case of invalid user the buzzer gives
indication and it gets displayed on LCD display that
the user is unauthorized and the link will not be
created. Photodiode at the receiver receives the
information. Only when the valid password is
entered through keypad (matrix), microcontroller
will allow relay to operate. Then received
information can be gained through speaker/ motor
or 7-segment display. If user enters wrong password
then buzzer will beep and “INVALID USER” gets
displayed on LCD display.
Working:
First of all, step-down transformer and rectifier are
used to convert 220 AC voltage into 12 volts DC
supply. Capacitor is used to remove the harmonics
those are introduced during rectification and
regulator 7805 IC is used to provide fixed 5 volts.
Biometric Module: We enter the database in the
biometric module with the help of keypad (linear)
and fingerprint scanner. All conditions are displayed
on LCD display. Through fingerprint scanner the
condition of valid user will be checked and be
displayed on LCD display. In case of valid user
microcontroller (at89s52) then allows driver circuit
to activate the relay; this will create an optical fiber
link. In case of invalid user the buzzer will give
indication.
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FIGURE 6: Simulation of Biometric Module

Optical Fiber Communication: The optical fiber
communication involves two types of data
transmission that are analog and digital data
transmission. In our project we are using both types
of data transmission. First one is analog signal i.e.
voice signal using mic and other one is digital signal
using numeric keypad. We use switch to change over
data transmission type. An optical fiber data
transmission basically involves three components: an
optical transmitter, an optical fiber cable and an
optical receiver.
Transmitter: For digital input we use DTMF signal
generator (UM91514) for generating a signal in the
form of PWM (pulse width modulation.). All the nine
switches are connected to the input of this IC as a
matrix network. All the switches are divided in four
rows and three columns. Pin no 6 of this IC is
connected to the positive supply. This IC is very
sensitive to voltage and requires only 3.3 voltage.
Zener diode regulated supply is used for this
requirement. 150Ω resistance is used to limit the
current. One crystal is connected to the 3rd&4th pin
of this IC to provide a carrier frequency to the IC.
Output is available on the 7th pin of this IC which is
directly connected to the 2nd pin of OP-AMP IC.
Switch is provided to change the input to either
digital or analog. Voice data is fed through mic as an
analog input which converts this mechanical signal
into electrical signal and coupled at the 2nd pin of
OP-AMP IC (741). Pin no. 3 acts as a comparator. 7th
pin of 741 IC is connected to the power supply and
4th pin is grounded. 741 IC is used as amplitude
amplifier. The amplification factor depends upon the
negative feedback which is connected between 2 nd
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and 6th pin of this IC. The amplified output is taken
from 6th pin of OP-AMP IC. For further power
amplification transistor circuit is used. Here we use
two transistors one is NPN and second is PNP.
Collector of the NPN is connected to the positive
supply and collector of the PNP is connected to the
negative supply. Output is available from the emitter
of the both transistor. The output of this transistor
circuit is connected to the semiconductor laser
diode. Working voltage of this diode is approx. 3.6
volt. This diode is very sensitive and on high voltage
it is immediately burnt out. Here Ga-As laser is used.
Output from the amplifier is further converted into
regulated 3.6 voltage with the help of one 3.6 volt
zener diode. Zener diode is used with laser light to
protect them from high voltage. Data is now super
imposed on the laser light and we focus this laser
light towards the receiver.

used to display the digital data on 7-segment display.
IC 7447 is used as a seven segment decoder circuit.
IC 7447 receives the BCD signal from the 8870 and
convert this signal in the numeric display.

FIGURE 8: Simulation of Receiver

FIGURE 9: Simulation of Code-Lock
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FIGURE 7: Simulation of Transmitter

Receiver: The laser light is received on the
photodiode at the receiver section. Photodiode
converts this light into electrical signal. This small
voltage is amplified by OP-AMP IC. The output of 741
IC is further amplified by the transistor pair, this
amplification is power amplification. Then voice
output is available at the speaker or in case of digital
signal, it is further fed to the DTMF decoder
(CM8870C). DTMF decoder converts this signal into a
BCD signal. This is a 18 pin IC. Pin no. 10 and 18 is
connected to the positive supply. One crystal is
connected to the pin no. 7 and 8 to demodulate the
frequency. Signal from the operational amplifier is
applied to the pin no 2 and 3 of this IC. The
demodulated frequency is available on the pin no
11, 12, 13, 14 in the form of BCD signal. This BCD
signal is used to control many other appliances, so
with the help of this BCD signal automation is
achieved at the receiver end. This BCD signal is also
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Code-Lock: At the receiving end user needs to verify
his identity to access the received data. User has to
enter valid password to obtain information from the
system. In case of invalid password the buzzer will
beep and “INVALID USER” gets displayed on the LCD
display. Or in case of valid user microcontroller will
allow relay to operate. Then according to the signal
either it is displayed on 7-segment display or can be
heard by speaker. Automation can also be shown by
applying any appliance at the receiver end.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

therefore energy consumption can be reduced upto
a great level. This technique will be very useful for
colleges, banks, and other important places.

The result of this project came as expected. Result
of the project is that by using this advance and
intelligent optical link system we can transmit and
receive the data through an authorized person only,
no other person can send and receive the data
through this link and hence this device can do
wonders in the field of communication. After
working upon this we achieved more advancement
in security system and with the help of this project
optical link automation can also be performed that
means user can control different appliances from
one place (from transmitter end). Fingerprint
module provides higher security for the data
transmission. Code lock is another way to secure the
data. Optical fiber link provides high speed in
transmission. It is clear that every technology has its
advantages as well as limitations. So it is better to
merge the technologies to reach a desired goal as a
group of technologies when used together can
overcome each other’s limitations and hence it
results in a better project. This project may find a
great use in field of communication and automation
as it is fulfilling many tasks that include secure digital
and analog data transmission and automation.
This project has a drawback of not having a storing
element to record the data for receiving it after
some time at the receiver side.

Whether it’s a technology, human, device or
machine, there is always a place for improvement to
make it better; same is in the case of this proposed
work. As we are merging different technologies,
more advancement can be achieved in the future.
First of all we can add a storing element in this
technology so that at receiver data can be received
by the user even after some time too. Multi – Terabit
Optical Networks Dense Wave Division Multiplexing
(DWDM) can be used to provide higher bandwidth
for data transmission. More understanding of the
interactions between the electromagnetic light wave
and the transmission medium is necessary to
proceed towards an infrastructure with the most
favourable conditions for a light pulse to propagate.
Improvement in laser technology can also be
introduced here. The use of ultra-fast photonic
sections is expected to further improve the capacity
and speed of telecommunication networks.
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Solar Food Processing and Cooking
Methodologies
Abhishek Saxena, Varun Goel and Mehmet Karakilcik

Abstract In this study, a theoretical analysis of food processing (e.g., solar drying),
worldwide cooking pattern, and cooking methods by using the solar energy has
been reviewed. Solar food processing method is applied as direct absorption, air
heater, and a combination of direct and indirect drying by solar radiation. Therefore,
this process is one of the most accessible and hence the most widespread processing
technologies. Traditional solar drying involves keeping products in the direct
sunlight. Solar drying and cooking processes take place at different temperatures
and timescales, and it depends on the nature of the food or substance. The amount
of solar energy that reaches to the system and design parameters determines the
performance of food processing and cooking systems. The time duration of drying
and cooking depends on the temperature of heated air and environment. The
temperature distributions, mass, and ingredient of food have an important role in the
performance of dryers and cooker boxes. For a better understanding of the system
parameters, the concept of solar food processing has been discussed thermodynamically. Energy saving by using solar systems has also been discussed.
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Nomenclature
Symbols
PBP
x
y
Z
M
E
FC
OFfc
HHVfc
CCCfc
MWCO2
MWc
E
zdT
MC
Q
F
L
W
LCV
Pf
Mb
Asc
Kf
Km
Pv

Payback period
Interest rate
Inflation rate
Manufacturing cost of cooker
Maintenance cost
Energy saving per year
Fuel combusted per year
Fuel oxidation factor
Fuel higher heating value
Carbon content coefﬁcient
Molecular weight of CO2
Molecular weight of carbon
Energy
Drop in temperature
Heat capacity
Heat
Heat exchanger efﬁciency factor
Latent of heat vaporization
Weight of water evaporated
Lower caloriﬁc value of fuel
Power of fan
Mass of fuel consumed
Crop surface area
Thermal conductance of air
Mass transfer coefﬁcient of vapor
Vapor pressure

Subscripts
o
in
avg
w
wf
if
th
amb
pm
i
p
c
w

Output
Input
Average
Water
Final
Initial
Thermal
Ambient
Plate mean
Insulation
Plate
Glass cover
Wind
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Loss
Air
Dried substance
Solar collector
Equilibrium

Greek letters
ɛ
τ
η
λ

Emissivity
Drying time
Efﬁciency
Latent heat evaporation

1 Introduction
Sun is a very large, inexhaustible source of energy. The power from the sun
intercepted by earth is approximately 1.8 × 1011 MW which is many thousands of
times larger than the present consumption rate on earth of all commercial energy
sources. Smoke caused by cooking and heating is the main cause of many respiratory diseases altogether with environmental pollution. The World Bank’s
Development Report—1993—reports that eliminating indoor smoke could cut
childhood pneumonia by half and reduce the burden of other diseases by 5%. It has
been estimated that at present more than 15 million hectares of forest are lost per
year in developing countries mainly due to consumption of ﬁrewood. According to
UN Food and Agricultural Organization, some 2400 million people are expected to
face acute fuelwood shortage by the end of century with serious nutritional and
health consequences. So we need to move to renewable sources of energy in which
solar energy is the most promising one. Thus, in principle, solar energy could
supply all present and future energy needs of the world on a continuing basis. Also
in India, energy subsidies are provided for petroleum products including kerosene,
diesel, and LPG as well as for electricity. In 2010–2011, this accounted to more
than ` 25,000 crores in total LPG subsidies (IISD 2012). So, this huge amount of
money can be utilized to develop and improve methods to harness solar energy, i.e.,
solar cell, solar cooker, solar drier.

1.1

History

Food processing times back to the early age when the crude processing containing
different types of cooking, such as over biomass ﬁring, smoking, baking and
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steaming, fermenting, solar drying, solar cooking and preserving with some salts
was in practice. Food preserved in this manner was a mutual part of ‘soldiers’ and
‘sailors’ diets. These crude processing methods were continued to be the same until
the initiation of the industrial revolution [1]. In 1809, Nicolas Appert had developed
a vacuum bottling practice by using heat energy for supplying food to the troops in
the French army, which was ultimately led to sacking in tins by Peter Durand in
1810. He developed the theory of food preservation in airtight jars and containers
by applying sufﬁcient heat energy, and by this, food would last longer safe from
bacterial spoilage. In 1864, Louis Pasteur discovered pasteurization which
improved the quality of preserved food. In the nineteenth century, food processing
technologies were developed on a large scale to fulﬁll military needs [2]. Later on,
in the twentieth century, the major changes in food habits (eating and cooking both)
and the quality awareness of the humans toward the development of food processing have been observed [3]. Apart from this, at present, the trends of cooking
and the demand of food have quite changed. Now, ready-to-eat foods are available
across the globe with a possibility of cooking/baking or roasting, at almost all
locations [2–4]. Some common techniques of food preservation are shown in Fig. 1.
In technical aspect, heating is a common and reliable practice for food treatment.
Thermal processing of foods, such as heating, pasteurizing or boiling, drying, baking
or roasting, frying and grilling, affects the quality of the food (nutritional values).
Thermal processing can be done by both conventional methodology and modern
techniques for a quality food [5]. During heating of food (based on Millard reaction),
all bacteria, inactive enzymes, and microorganisms are died, while the vitamins,
flavors, colorants, and quantity are less affected [6]. In the present modern techniques

Food Preservation Method

Inhibition

Low temperature storage
Reduction of water activity
Decrease of O2
Increase of CO2
Acidification & Fermentation
Control of pH
Freezing & drying
Concentration
Adding preservatives
Adding antioxidants
Chemical modifications
Phase transition
Gas removal

Inactivation

Sterilization
Pasteurization
Irradiation
Electrifying
Cooking
Frying & baking
Extrusion
Light
Sound
Magnetic field

Fig. 1 Major food preservation techniques [5]

Avoid Recontamination

Packaging
Hygienic processing
Aseptic processing
Hygienic storage
Hazard analysis &
critical point
ISO 9000
TQM
Risk Analysis
Management
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or food processing methods, there is no risk of toxicity, bacterial or allergic reactions.
Heating also improves palatability, microbiological safety, and shelf life [7].

1.2

Solar Food Processing

Solar food processing is a developing technology which provides quality foods almost
at negligible or minimum cost. There are a number of drying techniques for various
substance or chemicals [as shown in Table 1]. Solar drying is a common practice for
the drying of vegetables, fruits, or chemicals without losing their useful properties [8].
Different designs of solar dryers are used globally according to the substance. Besides
this, open sun drying is also used for some foods with low moisture such as chili,
pepper, pickle. Forced convection-type solar dryers are comparatively better to open
sun drying for dehydration [9]. In general, solar food processing fetches in two
emergent concepts together to resolve the two major issues of the twenty-ﬁrst century:
First one is how to produce sufﬁcient energy for global population, and second is how
to meet their demands of feeding and living. Obviously, the reason is population blast
and unequal wealth distribution in different nations [9, 10]. Food production per capita
above poverty line is necessary for a sustainable life. But, the problem still prevails in
major portions of the different countries because of lack of education and unemployment [11]. By knowing the easy and a safe way of food preservation and full
utilization of reliable energy sources (such as solar energy), people can sort out this
problem at their end, especially in rural areas.
If one can talk about the effect of heat on microorganisms, then it is notable that
the preserving result of heat dispensation is just because of denaturation of proteins,
which terminates enzyme commotion and enzyme-controlled absorption in
microorganisms. The level of demolition is a ﬁrst-order reaction, i.e., when food is
heated up to a temperature at which contaminating microorganisms destroy; the
same proportion of microorganism decease in a particular period of heating [5]. The
demolition of microorganisms depends upon the temperature; cells decease more
swiftly at peak temperatures. There are many factors that control the heat resistance
of microorganisms, but common reports of the result of a assumed variables for heat
resistance are not continuously conceivable [13]. Given factors are acknowledged
for signiﬁcance.
(i) Nature of microorganisms,
(ii) Cultivation conditions during cell evolution or spore development (temperature, age of the culture, and culture mediocre used),
(iii) Improper heat treatment (i.e., pH value of the food, water activity of the food,
composition of the food, and the growing media and cultivation conditions).
Knowledge of the temperature resistance of the different enzymes or microorganisms found in particular food can be used to estimate the temperature conditions
desired for destruction of them. In common practice, the most heat-resilient enzyme
or microorganism in a speciﬁed food is generally used as a base of calculating
process conditions. It is supposed that supplementary less heat-resistant species will
also be destroyed [14].
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Table 1 Summary of novel and conventional drying techniques for food [12]
Technique

Suitability/current
usage

Advantages

Disadvantages

Microwave drying and
dielectric drying

High value-added
products

Slow and expensive

Microwave-augmented
freeze drying
Centrifugal fluidized
bed drying

High value-added
products
Small particles,
vegetable pieces,
powder
Small particles,
vegetables pieces

Low temperature, batch
or continuous operation,
good quality
Low temperature, rapid,
good quality
Rapid, easy to control

Ball drying

Relatively low
temperature, rapid
continuous
Rapid

Ultrasonic drying

Liquids

Solar open drying

Fruit, meat, ﬁsh
plant

Simple, low cost

Smoking
Convection drying

Meat, ﬁsh
Low value-added
products
Liquids, gelatin
Value-added
products

Added flavors
Continuous

Drum drying
Freeze drying

Fluidized bed drying

Osmotic drying

Small uniform
particles, small
vegetables
Sugar infused fruit

Expensive
Loss of product integrity,
noisy
Loss of product integrity,
difﬁcult to control
Requires low fat
solutions
Large space required,
slow, labor intensive,
difﬁcult to control
Difﬁcult to control, slow
Difﬁcult to control

Continuous
Continuous, no
restriction particle size,
low temperature
Usually batch operation,
uniform drying, rapid

Modiﬁcation of liquid
Slow, expensive

High quality

Two-step process

Restriction on particle
size

Besides this, if one takes a look in typical mechanism of irradiance, then ionizing
radiation takes the form of gamma rays from isotopes or from X-rays and electrons. It
has already been acceptable in 38 countries to preserve foods by devastation of
microorganisms or reserving of biochemical variations [13, 14]. The irradiation
procedure includes exposing foods either prepackaged or in bulk, to a determined
level of ionization heat. The application of solar irradiance [Table 2] to organic
materials has a direct/indirect effect, in which the direct effect is a result of energy
deposition by the irradiance in the object molecule, while the unintended effects
transpire as a signiﬁcance of sensitive diffusible free extremists fashioned from the
radiolysis of water. Solar irradiance has a very wide scope in food disinfection, shelf
life allowance, reﬁnement, and substance quality improvement. All the details are
thoroughly investigated through a comprehensive review by Wilkinson and Gould
[15] with an importance of solar irradiance. The common beneﬁts of solar irradiance
are as follows:
(i) There is only marginal heating of the substance and thus negligible change to
physical characteristics.
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Table 2 Applications of food irradiation [15]
Application

Dose
range
(kg)

Examples of
foods

Countries with commercial processing

Sterilization

7–10

Herbs, spices

Up to
50

Long-term
ambient storage
of meat
Wine corks

Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Denmark,
Finland, Israel, Korea, Mexico, South
Africa, USA, Vietnam
None

Sterilization of
packaging
materials
Destruction of
pathogens

10–25

Control of molds

2–5

Extension of chill
life from 5 days to
1 month
Inactivation of
parasites
Disinfection

2–5

Inhibition of
sprouting

2.5–
10

0.1–6
0.1–2

0.1–2

Spices, frozen
poultry, meat,
shrimps
Extended storage
of fresh fruit
Soft fruit, fresh
ﬁsh, and meat at
0–4 °C
Pork
Fruit, grain,
flour, cocoa
beans, dry foods
Potatoes, garlic,
onions

Hungary

Belgium, Canada, Croatia, USA,
Denmark, Finland, Israel, Korea,
Mexico, South Africa, Vietnam
China, South Africa, USA
China, France, South Africa, USA, the
Netherlands
–
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China

Algeria, Bangladesh, China, Cuba

(ii) Packed and freezing foods may be treated.
(iii) Fresh foodstuffs may be conserved in a single process and without using
chemical preservers.
(iv) Energy demand is very low.
(v) Variations in nutritive value of foodstuffs are comparable with other
approaches of food conservation.
(vi) Processing is habitually organized and has low functioning costs.

1.2.1

Concepts of Thermal Processing

Concepts of thermal processing clearly show that the traditional thermal food processing depends on certain old ideas and keys, which are employed well, while
current food study has raised some queries in contradiction to those perceptions. The
traditional theory of the D value and of the z value is illustrated in Fig. 2a, b. To
deﬁne a D value of a speciﬁc strain of microorganisms, illustrations of these
microorganisms are bare to a higher temperature for a ﬁgure of time steps. The
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(a)
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(b)
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100

z
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Fig. 2 a Microbial survivor curve on semi-logarithmic coordinates (D value) [10], b A plot of
logarithm of D versus temperature used to determine the thermal resistance constant (z) [10]

residual amount of microorganisms is plotted on a log-scale versus treatment phase,
and the data points bring into line linearly. The D value can be deﬁned as the time
required for reducing the sum of microorganisms at that particular temperature by
one log cycle. The z value deﬁnes the necessity of the D value on a ﬁxed temperature
[16]. These standards are usually used to deﬁne the heat inactivation of bacteria.
Yet, all thermal falling-off reactions, including the obliteration of heat-sensitive
food constituents, follow these laws. Figure 2b shows a mutual concept of thermal
food processing, i.e., a high-temperature short-time treatment (HTST). Besides this,
as per the ‘D’ and ‘z’ values, various time–temperature conﬁgurations can be
established, which are really adequate to attain the same consequence of
pasteurization.
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Effect of Heat on Nutritional and Sensory Characteristics

The obliteration of various vitamins, aroma amalgams, and stains by heat follows a
similar ﬁrst-order reaction to microbial demolition. Commonly, both the values are
greater than those of microorganisms and enzymes. As an outcome, nourishing and
sensory properties are improved and retained by the usage of high heat (temperature) and short span of time during heat treating [17]. It is thus conceivable to select
speciﬁc time–temperature permutations from a thermal death time curve (all of
which attain the same degree of enzyme or bacterial demolition), to optimize a
method for nutrient preservation of desired sensory potentials. This conception
forms the basis of speciﬁc rapid blanching, high temperature, short-time pasteurization, high heat sterilization, extrusion, etc. [18].
Heat treatment is an important method, generally used in food processing, due to
the desired belongings on eating quality (different eatables are consumed in cooking
processes such as baking yield flavors which cannot be produced by other method),
but due to a preserving effect on diets by the annihilation of enzymes, microorganisms, pests, and organisms. Some other main advantages of heat treatment of
foods are as follows [16]:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Relatively a simple mechanism of dispensation conditions,
Competence to develop shelf-stable foods which do not need freezing,
Obliteration of anti-nutritional issues (e.g., trypsin inhibitor in some pulses),
Improvement in the obtainability of certain nutrients (e.g., better digestibility
of proteins, gelatinization of starches).

Besides this, the some common nutritious beneﬁts of thermal treatment of food
are [10]:
(i) Removal of harmful constituents (bacterial contamination, venom, enzyme
inhibitors, or allergens protection of food);
(ii) Modiﬁcations in food environment erection and texture (advancement in
digestion, improved bioavailability);
(iii) Generation of valuable new combinations (smell, antioxidants, etc.).

1.3

Cooking Scenarios in Different Countries

Cooking is a primary need, or it is a major activity of every household and commercial
places (such as hotels, hostels, hospitals, restaurants, small roadside shops) and in
some common transportation models such as trains and airplanes. It is also notable that
nowadays, ready-to-eat meal (light and heavy stuffed food) is available in the market,
which is usually carried by various persons to their working places, and through a
heating process, this will be ready within few minutes for eating. This is the actual
practice for eating and selling of different kinds of food, across the globe [4, 19]. Also
in some countries like, India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan etc., where some
religious trends such as celebrations of festivals (Diwali, Holi, Eid, Lohri, X-Mas,
etc.), marriages, other functions/parties or even a funeral gathering, when food is
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Fig. 3 Energy consumption of different households for some different countries [19]

cooked and served to all gathered people [20]. The food in these activities is generally
cooked in open or closed places (like an open ﬁeld or ground and a banquet hall) for a
long time through various cooking fuels such as LPG, ﬁrewood, or coal.
In this section, the efforts have been made to highlight the present scenario of
cooking foods with their methodologies and obviously the fuel used for cooking in
different countries or region.
In emerging countries, at present around 2.6 billion people rely on biomass in
rural areas to meet their daily energy needs for cooking or heating [19]. Figure 3
shows the energy consumption for different household activities in which energy
consumption for cooking is much higher than other activities, across the globe.
Apart from this, it is also notable that these resources account for more than 90% of
household energy consumption in many countries. If the problem remain same, i.e.,
lack of certain new policies, then the number of people depending on biomass will
rapidly increase to over 2.7 billion by 2030 due to unstoppable population growth.
Statistics shows clearly that one-third population of this world will still be
depending on these conventional fuels [21].
There are few corresponding methods which can improve this condition [19–21]:
(i) Encouragement of more effective and sustainable use of conventional biomass (fuel) as well as encouraging people for switching to updated cooking
fuels and skills.
(ii) Dynamic and rigorous government plan and action is required to accomplish
this target, organized with improved funding from both the public and private
sectors/sources.
(iii) Strategies to encourage, more efﬁcient cleaner fuels and technologies for
cooking necessity to report barriers to access, adoptability or affordability
and supply chain, and to formulate a dominant module of larger development
policy.
Lack of new policies for the development of cleaner fuels and new technologies
of cooking is the major components in consumption of conventional fuels, while
another major issue is world’s population blast and continuously increasing daily
higher energy demands for cooking and heating across the globe. The government
of different countries (or state-wise) should develop new policies for cleaner fuels
such as LPG, electricity.
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Household Cooking Patterns, Fuel Switching, and Policies

Commonly, there are three types of household in every country that are categorized
according to particular household income, viz higher income household (HIH),
medium income household (MIH), and lower income household (LIH), and they
can also be categorized as rural or urban households in some developing countries.
Each household has their own choice of fuel for cooking and heating according to
their need and affordability [22]. According to the energy ladder [23], LIHs generally use the wood (including wood chips, straw, shrubs, grasses, and bark),
charcoal, agricultural residues, and dung, while MIHs use wood, residues, dung,
kerosene, and biogas and lastly HIHs use wood, kerosene, biogas, LPG, natural gas,
electricity, and coal for cooking in developing countries [24].
Available literature and reports by World bank, IEA (International Energy
Agency), WHO, and energy outlooks show that households normally use a combination of different fuels for cooking and heating (see Table 3 for example) which
can be characterized as traditional (such as dung cakes, crop residues, and fuelwood), transitional (such as charcoal, lignite, and kerosene), or modern (such as
LPG, biogas), while electricity is used for small appliances for cooking and heating
but mainly for lighting. The share of population relying on the traditional biomass
for cooking in 2012 was: 67% for Africa, 80% for sub-Saharan Africa, 51% for
developing Asia, 15% for Latin America, and 4% for Middle East. Table 4 shows
the traditional biomass consumption for cooking in different countries [26, 27].
The excessive dependence on solid fuels for cooking is an indicator of energy
deﬁciency. It is familiar that access to modern energy facilities (clean fuels such as
electricity) is important to the success of Millennium Development Goals. The
burden on women and children for collecting fuelwood (wood pellets) can be
reduced by applying the modern energy services (MES). By this, not only the time
will save, but also one can be educated or get some other employment opportunities.
There will also be a notable effect on child mortality [28]. It is also well known that
traditional biomass fuels generate a bundle of pollution. These harmful pollutants
have a poor effect on our health and sometimes become a major cause of death [29].
Jain [30] had discussed the energy security issues for all types of households by
focusing on clean energy fuels for cooking in India. It was mentioned that the clean
energy fuels (LPG, electricity, and kerosene) must be affordable for LIHs for
cooking and heating and the policies should be revised for the same.
Pandey and Chaubal [31] had developed a logit model for rural household (India)
fuel choices for cooking by using database of around 403, 207 observations. Authors
focused on some major indicators such as females and children’s education, regular
income of the particular household, and possession of ration card (BPL—below
poverty line type, especially). It was concluded that clean fuel such as kerosene should
be provided in sufﬁcient quantity for cooking and lighting. Akpalu et al. [32] had
discussed that the almost all energy policies in Ghana or other developing countries
are focused primarily on industrial energy consumption instead of household energy
use. The socioeconomic factors such as household income and fuel switching cost
were considered. It was concluded that a good subsidy on LPG and kerosene is a better
and effective option to a LIH and MIH for fuel switching option. It was noticed that
LPG is primarily chosen for cooking in Ghana’s households.
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Table 3 Combination of
cooking fuels in Nigeria
(2015) [25]

Fuels used

Population share
(%)

Wood + Kerosene
Wood + Kerosene + Charcoal
LPG + Kerosene + Solar
LPG + Kerosene
LPG + Electricity
Kerosene + Electricity + Wood
LPG + Wood + Charcoal
LPG + Wood
Wood + LPG + Kerosene + Charcoal

17.71
3.21
8.21
1.04
4.27
4.27
3.13
5.21
10.42

Table 4 People using
traditional biomass for
cooking [28]

Region/Country

2009

2015

2030

Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa
Developing Asia
Other developing Asian countries
India
China
Latin America
Total

(Millions)
657
745
653
741
1937
1944
659
688
855
863
423
393
85
85
2679
2774

922
918
1769
709
780
280
79
2770

Wickramasinghe [33] had carried out a research project in Sri Lanka to extend
the appreciative of human aspect of energy access. A questionnaire was prepared to
survey around 2269 households for gathering a data on socioeconomic situations
and matters influencing a transition toward clean cooking services. The results of
the present study show that to develop a transition (switching of fuels), two domains
must be addressed: risk capability and livelihood (Fig. 4).
The results have also shown that the transition is hampered by the following
aspects:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Lack of motivation and ﬁnancing;
Burden for switching over to cleaner fuels;
Lack of updates of energy technology options and other supports;
The ﬁnancial risks (the results also reveal that there is a need for a policy
agenda linking the stakeholders, funding, and standardized technologies).

Foell et al. [34] had discussed the use of biomass fuel by the people of world and
the impacts of biomass burning used for household cooking systems (China). This
chapter focuses on the framework and policy development for clean cooking
accesses, to develop a strategy for suppliers of clean fuels, and to revise the failures
policies to improve the program. Maes and Verbist [35] had reviewed the biomass
cooking literature and discussed the sustainability of domestic cooking pattern in
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developing countries and how this can be improved. As a solution to air pollution,
the use of energy ladder and switching of fuels (traditional to cleaner) was discussed
with a result-oriented fashion, in which it was shown that the health damages can be
reduced, and time and money can be saved as well as the green environment. Duan
et al. [36] had focused on same points and discussed that the household fuels are
intensely associated with numerous effects comprising the air quality, health, and a
district environment change. The study reveals the results of ﬁrst Chinese environmental exposure-related human activity patterns survey (CEERHAPS), carried
out among 91,121 households located in 9745 villages and towns. The objective of
the study was to investigate the cooking and heating pattern in China. It was
observed that the LPG and biomass fuels are principal energy fuels for cooking,
used by 45% (approximately) and 32% of households, respectively. Biomass
(47.6%) has been observed as a main fuel for cooking in rural households, while
urban population was more likely to cook with gas (65.8%). A model was developed to WHO for indoor air pollution (IAP), health effects, and burden of disease.
There are numerous data available on cooking fuel choice and modern stoves
[37–43], fuel switching theory and models [44–51], energy ladder [52–55], IAP
[56–60], respired illness, and burden of disease and death [61–72] in developing
countries. As reference to the above literature, the daily demand of cooking energy
fuels with increasing world’s population is very tough to adopt the clean cooking
fuels by MIHs and LIHs, while the new improvements in cookstoves are introducing day by day to achieve more efﬁcient performance of cooking systems.
Government of different nations are promoting the clean fuels and providing
various offers (subsidies, special discounts, etc.) on them. According to a report of
the World Bank, different designs/types of cookstoves are used by different
households (here for MIH and LIH) which are commonly associated with particular
fuel types such as a three-stone type for biomass fuel, a traditional clay pot/simple
ceramic liner-type stove for dung cakes or wood pellets, a round cylindrical stove
for charcoal, and gasiﬁer stoves. For a HIH or a rural area population, modern

Fig. 4 Risk capacity and income for switching cleaner cooking fuels and stoves [33]
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(i)

(iv)

(vii)

(x)

(ii)

(v)

(iii)

(vi)

(viii)

(ix)

(xi)

(xii)

Fig. 5 Different designs of modern cooking stoves for clean cooking: i microwave oven, ii LPG
stove (5 burners), iii electricity induction stove, iv modern coal stove (Angeethi), v modern
kerosene stove, vi large wood pellets stove (big Chulha), vii modern single burner small family
LPG stove, viii compact wood pellets stove for grilling and roasting, ix solar box cooker, x solar
dish cooker, xi modern biomass stove, xii solar evacuated type cooker for roasting [139]
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cooking stoves (see Fig. 5) are used in developing countries because of using clean
cooking fuels such as LPG (1–5 burner type cooking stove), natural gas, electricity
(a microwave oven, induction stove, or an electric kettle). The conversion efﬁciency
of these stoves is much better over previous designs of cooking stoves. Apart from
this, in modern era, biogas cookstoves and solar cookers are also getting a good
attention in rural areas of emerging places. It is notable that solar cookers are not
popular in only rural area but some urban households are using them well in both
developing and developed countries because of their simplicity, low maintenance,
no carbon emissions, and obviously performing on free fuel from the sun. Apart
from this, by using of solar cookers one can save the limited fossil fuels and power
energy for a fair amount annually.

2 Solar Drying Technologies
Solar drying is simple and an economic way to preserve the food since nineteenth
century. This treatment removes water or heavy moisture presents in various
ingredients and prevents fermentation. Solar food dryer (SFD) presents a signiﬁcant
progress upon this primeval method of drying foods. SFD has an initial expense,
but it provides a better taste and a safe nutritious food and their marketability. They
perform a fast and safe drying process more efﬁciently than other traditional sun
drying methodologies. Solar drying can be categorized into two simple categories:
open sun drying and cabinet solar drying. Solar cabinet dryer produces a
high-quality dried foodstuff more quickly in humid or arid climates. Dried stuffs
contain a high value of vitamin C content [73].
In recent years, several attempts have done across the globe to design or develop
novel solar dryer for various activities such as for agriculture or industrial sector.
The previous research shows that the efforts has been made not only to improve the
efﬁciency of the SFD but also for cost and design optimization as well as to
improve the year-round performance by making a hybrid SFD. In the next section,
the discussion is made on various types of solar dryers and their performance.

2.1

Types of Solar Dryers

Solar dryer simply utilizes solar radiant energy to heat the air which flows over the
substance placed inside the SFD. Warm or dry air that flows through the system
carries away the moisture contents from the different substances through evaporation. A solar dryer generally consist of a solar air collector or air heater [74], a
drying unit and an air handling unit. The main components of a solar drying are
shown in Fig. 6. It is notable that the efﬁciency of the SFD majorly depends on the
efﬁciency of air heater. Classiﬁcation of the solar dryers is shown in Fig. 7, and
some commonly used solar dryers are discussed in Table 5.
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Fig. 6 A solar chimney fruit dryer with a solar air heater (consisting of single or double glazing, a
solar collector, an air blower, ducts for air supply, and sometime a PV module in case of hybrid
solar dryer)

Fig. 7 Classiﬁcation of solar drying [75]
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Table 5 Types of solar drying
Types

Working

Open sun
drying

In this, the substance is spread in the form of a thin layer on the ground.
Solar radiant energy directly incident on the substance, and the moisture
contents removed through the natural convection with low wind velocity. In
this phenomenon, the present substance also absorbed radiation which
results in a high vitamin C value. This drying is still most common drying in
rural areas. The ambient parameters have a major signiﬁcant effect on open
sun drying
A cabinet solar dryer is a hot box-type dryer in which fruits, herbs, spices,
vegetables, etc., can be dehydrated. It consists of a long rectangular basin, an
insulated base, and a single or doubled glazing. Irradiance passes through
the glazing and absorbed by blackened surface (absorber) and raises the
internal temperature. Small holes are made in the cabinet for providing
ventilation to induce fresh air inside the cabinet
It is a low cost, simple in design, and easy to fabricate. It is used across the
globe for crop dehydration. It has a parabolic shape and covered by a
polycarbonate sheet. The base of the dryer is generally a concrete floor. The
substances are placed in a thin layer on the black concrete floor. Solar
irradiance passing through the polycarbonate sheets heats the air and stuffs
inside the dryer, as well as the absorber floor. The heated air, when pass over
the stuffs, absorbs moisture from the stuffs. A direct exposure to irradiance
of the stuffs and the heated air augment the drying rate
A hybrid solar dryer generally performs on two or more fuels for drying.
This is because the said systems become more efﬁcient by operating on two
or more fuels, simultaneously. This system is capable of generating an
adequate and continuous flow of hot air for a higher temperature range.
Likely hybrid dryers used biomass or electricity along with solar energy

Cabinet solar
dryer

Greenhouse
dryer

Hybrid solar
dryer

2.2

Solar Open Drying

Solar drying is an important application of the sun energy. Earlier farmers were
fully dependent on solar energy for drying agriculture crops, herbs, or spices. For
this, a ground or a bed of concrete was prepared to achieve a high temperature range
through solar energy. The ambient temperature and wind velocity support this as
natural convection. Obliviously, the process is much slow; therefore, it generally
took 3–4 days to dry the substance. The initial and operation cost of open sun
drying is almost negligible. Volume wise and despite a very simple process, the
open sun drying is still a most common technique of drying [76]. Table 6 shows the
various studies conducted on open sun drying of commonly used crops.

2.3

Solar Cabinet Drying

It is a single- or double-glazed rectangular cabinet (Fig. 8). Solar irradiance directly
incident on the substance, and interior surface is blackened to enhance the heat
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Table 6 Various studies conducted on open sun drying of commonly used crops
Reference

Research work outcome

Anwar and Tiwari
[77]

An attempt had been made to estimate the value of ‘hc’ for six
different crops, such as green chillies and green peas under open sun
drying conditions. The value of ‘hc’ was varied from crop to crop
because of differences in their properties such as moisture content,
porosity, shape, and size of the crop
In the present work, 8 vegetables commonly consumed in the living
areas were traditionally sun-dried and the pro-vitamin ‘A’ carotenoid
was counted. It was remarked that the amount of pro-vitamin
A-carotenes in conventionally dried vegetables was much reduced by
open sun drying
The present work focused on the availability of vitamins A and C in
vegetables and fruits. These vitamins were found out for a major cause
of blindness for 54% in Uganda. The government of Uganda promotes
solar drying as an economic and reasonable substitute. The effect of 3
drying methods (open sun drying, visqueen-covered solar dryer, and
greenhouse solar drying) was investigated for vitamins A and C
contents in fruits and vegetables
In the present work, open sun drying was carried of green pea and
chillies, white gram, potatoes, cauliflower, and onions to investigate
the thermal behavior of the said vegetables. A mathematical model
was developed to estimate the temperature and moisture removal rate
from species. The value of ‘hc’ was estimated for different drying
times with respect to different vegetables under open sun drying, and a
signiﬁcant variation was found in this with a change of species. The
moisture removal rate for cauliflower and potato slices was
signiﬁcantly high in comparison with other crops
In the present work, drying response of parsley leaves was carried with
forced and natural convection (open sun drying) conditions. It was
observed that no constant drying falling rate was occurred during
performing on both the modes
The efforts have made to investigate the drying characteristics of
ginger under open sun drying and a hybrid drying system (biomass
based). It was concluded that drying depends upon the product
thickness and ambient conditions of the drying place under open sun
drying. In comparison with open sun drying, the hybrid solar drying
system was found better for drying other stuffs, vegetables, and fruits
The open sun drying and forced convection drying have been carried
of sesame hulls at Jordan University of Science and Technology. In
total, six mutual thin-layer drying prototypes were tailored to the
experimental data. The experimental results were compared with
theoretical models, and it was found that open sun drying took place in
nearly 180 min while forced convection drying needed 120–250 min.
Both the drying techniques were found adequate for drying sesame
hulls
The open sun drying and greenhouse drying of red pepper were carried
out inside a laboratory by using a 1000 W lamp for radiant energy.
The effect of drying was investigated for moisture contents and drying
rate by repeating the experiments under open conditions. It was
(continued)

Mulokozi and
Svanberg [78]

Kabasa et al. [79]

Jain and Tiwari [80]

Akpinar and
Cetinkya [81]

Prasad et al. [82]

Al-Mahasneh et al.
[83]

Kooli et al. [84]
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Table 6 (continued)
Reference

Tripathy and Kumar
[85]

Gudapaty et al. [86]

Akpinar [87]

Hande et al. [88]

Research work outcome
concluded that experiments carried out in laboratory overestimate the
drying process with respect to time
In the present article, the experiments have been conducted for drying
of potato slices to ﬁnd out the optimum fast rate drying methodology.
The testing was carried out for open sun drying and mix-mode sun
drying to observe the drying characteristics such as surface color,
texture, and drying rate. It was concluded that the water captivation
ability of done product is partial mostly by the variation in rehydration
temperature tracked by sample geometry
An LPG-based drier has been developed for drying of 50 kg of Indian
gooseberry, and the comparisons were made with open sun drying of
the same. The quality and rehydration characteristics of LPG-based
dried stuff were higher and free from impurities. Beside this, the value
of vitamin C in the dried product was high rather than dried by open
sun technique
Drying characteristics of mint leaves were was studied and
investigated in a chimney type solar dryer and under open sun drying.
Energy and exergy analysis was performed for both conditions. It was
concluded that there was no change in dried mint leaves either by open
drying or by solar cabinet drying
In the present work, the study of drying characteristics for open sun
drying of Kokum rind was carried out. The important parameters were
the temperature of crop surface, moisture removal rate, and drying
time. The value of ‘hc’ was estimated on the value of constants ‘C’
and ‘n’ which were calculated by regression analysis. Some other
important parameters were also considered for study such as acidity,
pH value, non-reducing sugar contents, carbohydrates, protein ash,
caloriﬁc value, and color, before and after open sun drying of kokum
rind

transfer. For ventilation, small holes are drilled to the bottom surface to induce the
fresh air inside the box. Opening ports are positioned on the top segments of the
sideways and rearmost panels of the cabinet frame. As the box temperature rises,
the hot air passes out of these openings by means of natural convection. In this
process, both the heat and mass transfer take place [89]. The heat is transferred to
the stuff through radiant energy or energy from any other heating source, while the
mass transfer of moisture is from the entire stuff to the surface and then to the
surrounding air. The objective of the cabinet drying is to supply the more heat to the
crop than open sun drying. A cabinet dryer can also be a forced convection or
hybrid SFD, which results in a fast moisture removal rate, less drying time, quality
drying characteristics of the matter, and an economic process. Some novel designs
of cabinet-type solar dryers are shown in Table 7.
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Fig. 8 Different designs of solar dryers [95, 135, 140, 141]
Table 7 Research outcome of some novel solar cabinet dryers
Reference

Research work outcome

Datta et al. [90]

In the present work, a solar cabinet drier has been developed and
transient analysis of the SFD was carried out with some applied
assumptions. The model was feasible to predict the instant
temperatures inside the cabinet, the drying rates, and the moisture
contents. Experiments were conducted for no load and for load
conditions (10–40 kg of drying substance). It was concluded that up to
20 kg/m2 of wheat can be dried per day
A SCD was fabricated, and thermal performance was carried out with
help of energy balance equations at New Delhi. The collector
temperature was observed around 85 °C on no load, while around
50 °C was observed for load conditions (20 kg of wheat). The
cauliflower, turnip, and green peas were also dried for a comparison at
small load conditions. It was concluded that the cabinet dryer was
much efﬁcient than a open sun dryer and the product dried in cabinet
dryer was superior in quality
In the present work, a reverse FPC has been used for air heating for
drying of agriculture stuffs inside a SCD in climatic conditions of
Delhi. Energy balance equations were developed for thermal modeling
of the system. The design optimization of SCD was done for
parametric studies over ambient conditions. It was concluded that new
type SCD was much efﬁcient than conventional SCD
(continued)

Sharma et al. [91]

Ampratwuma and
Dorvlo [92]
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Table 7 (continued)
Reference

Research work outcome

Goyal and Tiwari
[93]

A prototype SCD was fabricated and tested at no load as a solar
air-heating system. The system was operated for 28 days of May 1996
in Oman. During the testing, the SCD achieved a temperature around
81.3 °C. The system was observed for temperature variations inside
SCD during the duration of 28 days, but no signiﬁcance difference was
observed in inside temperature of SCD during 10:00–15:00 h. The rate
of solar radiant energy absorbed by SCD was approximately 0.90 kW
sq/m
An SCD integrated with a dehumidiﬁer loop was designed and
fabricated to study the drying characteristics of a highly moisture
content (70%) alfalfa. The stuff was spread on the trays inside the SCD
and operated for 10% of moisture content alfalfa. The system was
operated on the forced convection for a temperature range of 25–
45 °C. The drying time for alfalfa chops was observed from 4 to 5 h.
The explicit moisture removal rate was observed from 0.35–1.02 kg/
kWh
A new type of SCD has been developed and tested for drying fruits
and vegetables. In this design, the stuff was placed beneath the
absorber to avoid the problem of discoloration due to irradiance. Two
small fans used for forced convection accelerate the drying rate. The
system was found adequate for solar drying by removing 90% moisture
from the stuff (4 kg) within 6 h. The economic analysis has also been
done, drying cost was found around Rs. 17.52 for 1 kg of bitter gourd,
and the payback was estimated around 3.26 years
The energy analysis of an economic, simply designed, natural
convection SCD was studied for India. Present work focused on
manufacturing sectors who wish to know energy requirement and to
reduce greenhouse emissions. Grown chillies were taken as drying
object. Energy payback period was estimated for different
conventional fuels. The overall energy input to the system was
estimated around 2744.61 MJ, while the energy payback was found in
the range of 1–2 years (i.e., depended on the drying characteristics of
object)
In the present work, the drying properties of sweet potato (Ipomoea
batatas L.) were investigated in a SCD. The convective drying has
been carried out under the ﬁve different temperatures and the air
velocities for different sample thicknesses of sweet potatoes. Results
shown that the drying of samples took place in the falling rate phase
and the diffusivity was observed to be increased with increasing
temperature. The effective moisture diffusivity of the taken samples
was observed for a range 1.26 × 10−9 to 8.80 × 10−9 m2/s, while the
activation energy was estimated around 11.38 kJ/mol
In the present work, the effect of the drying behavior of garlic slices
has been investigated in a SCD at a constant velocity (2 m/s) and a
temperature range of 55–75 °C. The effective moisture diffusivity of
the taken samples was observed for a range of 2.22 × 10−10 to
2 × 10−10 m2/s, while the activation energy was estimated around
30.58 kJ/mol
(continued)

Adapa et al. [94]

Srikumar et al. [95]

Rawat et al. [96]

Signh and Pandey
[97]

Demiray and Tulek
[98]
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Table 7 (continued)
Reference

Research work outcome

Sallam et al. [99]

In the present work, two similar solar dryers (direct and indirect) were
used for drying the mint by operating it on natural and forced
convection. In the case of forced convection, velocity of the air was
around 4.2 m/s. The effect of flow mode was investigated with the
signiﬁcant effect on drying kinetics of the object. The results shown
that the drying of mint was occurred in a falling rate period with
different climatic conditions (with no constant rate period of drying).
The drying rate was observed to be high in forced convection
operation. The effective moisture diffusivity of the taken samples was
observed for a range of 1.2 × 10−11 and 1.33 × 10−11 m2/s
In the present work, a solar-assisted pump dryer (SAHPD) and a SCD
were investigated for solar drying of cassava chips. The moisture
content of cassava was notiﬁed to be reduced from 61 to 10.5% with a
flow rate of 0.125 kg/s. Results shown that drying rate by using
SAHPD was quite higher than SCD. Thermal efﬁciencies were notiﬁed
as 25.6% for SCD and 30.9% for SAHPD with an average solar
fraction as 66.7% for SCD and 44.6 for SAHPD

Yahya et al. [100]

3 Solar Cooking
Food is the prime need of humans. Various types of fuels are used to cook the food
worldwide. Due to limitations of using the fossil fuels for cooking as well as to
reduce the environmental pollution and need of safe cooking, the concept of solar
cooking was generated in 1951. But, the efforts toward solar cooking were successfully evaluated in 1767 by H.D. Saussure, a French-Swiss Physicist [101]. After
this, efforts were continued by various pioneers of the ﬁeld toward the effective solar
cooking in eighteenth century and later. At present, various designs are available for
solar cookers for efﬁcient solar cooking across the globe. These solar cookers are not
only simple in design but economic, accident, and pollution-free cooking, easy to
maintain and feasible to perform round the year even in low ambient conditions.
Indian government programs like Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar mission
(JNNSM) ambitious target to generate 100 GW solar energy by 2022. Also Off-grid
and Decentralized Solar Cooker Program (phase 2, JNNSM) promotes off-grid
cooking application such as cooking/baking/frying using solar device with central
ﬁnancial assistance from Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE).

3.1

Types of Solar Collector and Solar Cookers

Solar collector—a solar-type collector is a flat wooden or metallic box which
generally composed of a transparent glass cover, some glass or metallic tubes
carrying coolant or heat-carrying working fluid, and an insulated back plate. The
working principle is a simple greenhouse effect; whenever solar beams incident
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Fig. 9 Types of solar cookers

upon the glazing, the direct radiation strikes on the blackened surface of solar
collector through passing the transparent cover and the heat energy is trapped by the
collector. There are mainly two types of solar collector, i.e., flat plate collector and
concentrating collector. Concentrating collector can further be classiﬁed as:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Flat plate collector with plane reflectors;
Compound parabolic collector;
Cylindrical parabolic collector;
Collector with ﬁxed circular concentrator and moving receiver;
Fresnel lens concentrating collector;
Parabolic dish collector.

From the design prospects, solar cookers can generally be categorized into two
types: tracking solar cookers and non-tracking solar cookers (Fig. 9). But, in present scenario, the research on solar cooking and standard of solar cookers have
broaden the categories of solar cooker as following.

3.1.1

Tracking Solar Cookers

It is a solar cooker which consists of a parabolic dish (combination of small
reflectors), a pressure cooker, a continuous tracking mechanism, and a rigid stand
for holding both the elements. The sun beams incident on the cooker directly, and
reflectors reflect the energy to the cooking vessel placed at focal point. The said
cooker requires a continuous movement to follow the sun (each 10 or 15 min) and
to retain the focus image on the object. These types of cookers give the highest
cooking efﬁciency (Fig. 5i).
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Non-tracking Solar Cookers

It is a simple box-type solar cooker which consists of a rectangular or square
well-insulated blackened box, 2–4 cooking utensils, and single or double glazing
with a reflector mirror booster. The stuff is placed inside the cooking vessel, and the
glazed cover is then easily closed. The sunlight directly falls on the blackened
surface (aperture area), on the top surface of vessel, and on the mirror booster. In
this manner, conduction and convection take place inside the cooker through the
solar radiant energy and the stuff get cooked. These cookers are used on a large
scale around the world because of less time taken in quality cooking (Fig. 5j).
3.1.3

Indirect-Type Solar Cookers

These cookers are quite different in design and use. In these types of solar cooker,
obviously the heat source is solar radiant energy but it is utilized indirectly for
cooking purpose. Generally, they consist with a solar collector integrated with heat
pipes, a solar boiler, etc. The food is cooked with the help of steam produced
through the solar boiler inside the cooking chamber. The use of PCM has been
observed effective in these types of cookers. Sometimes, Fresnel lens or additional
mirror boosters can also be used to enhance the thermal performance of the unit
(Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of indirect solar cooker [102]
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Fig. 11 Experimental setup of a hybrid solar cooker [103]

3.1.4

Hybrid Solar Cookers

These types of solar cookers are more efﬁcient in comparison with other solar
cookers because of operating on dual fuel. These cookers are operated on dual
inputs, say solar energy and electricity or solar energy and LPG or any other fuel
along with solar energy. The system decently performs on solar energy, when the
ambient conditions are good, but as they became low or poor, the other fuels initiate
and maintain the cooking speed without any interruption. It results in timely and
safe cooking (Fig. 11). They often provide a fast thermal response of solar cooking.

3.2

Cooking Methodologies and the Use of Solar Cookers

Cooking is a major end-use activity in which we ﬁnd robust and frequently high
speciﬁc energy carrier priorities. The extent and the form of energy carrier used by
an individual family depend on the capability of the household to recompense the
subsequent fuel costs as well as the lifestyle. The cause of this change is simple; i.e.,
low-income families cannot invest in high energy efﬁciency technology because of
unawareness toward the costs of energy and poor information barriers. Accessibility
and cost of the cooking fuels clearly demonstrate the reason of fuel choice for
cooking and heating. Households that change the cooking fuels for a clean environment were much aware, and this also shows their capability toward paying a
higher cost for the replacement (especially shifting to LPG from kerosene). Besides
this, the cooking methodology is adopted by the various households by taking into
account the economical use of food and resource fuel as well as the safety of food.
Following are cookery methods for different households of different countries
(Fig. 12).
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Cooking Methods

Dry heat cookery methods
Baking
Steaming
Grilling
Roasting

Moist heat cookery methods

Shallow frying

Boiling
Stewing
FryingBarbequing
Basting

Fig. 12 Cooking methodologies across the globe

No doubt that a large ﬁgure of households instantaneously uses a different
cooking pattern or variety of fuels for cooking, but another considerable factor is the
choice of cooking fuels according to their cost that suits their family budget. If one
can talk about the fuel choice for cooking than in rural households, biomass (wood
pellets, charcoal, dung cakes, dry grass, etc.) is common fuel for these activities. On
the other hand, LPG and kerosene are used for the same purposes in urban
households. Besides this, clean energy fuels such as electricity and solar energy are
also used for cooking at different locations of the various countries in the present
era.
However, it is difﬁcult to measure the exact involvement of solar energy in
cooking or heating activities in developed or developing countries, but people from
different countries are aware about this source of free energy. Countries such as
China, India, Turkey, South Africa are paying attention toward solar energy
applications and continue for promoting it by launching new schemes and by
providing attractive ﬁnancial aids. People from these countries are using solar
cookers along with LPG and electricity in urban areas while along with kerosene
and biogas in rural areas. Still that biomass fuel is used by some rural households
for cooking and heating. Both the households (rural and urban) have a different
pattern for cooking and use the cooking fuels accordingly. Both the households use
solar cookers for cooking pulses and rice, to boil eggs and potatoes, and other light
meals or the meals which require less time for cooking. It is also notable that the use
of solar cookers is not limited to rural or urban households in different countries but
they are also used in hospitals, institutes, hotels, hostels, and many other places
where the sunshine is available in plenty [104–108].
Generally, rural households start their routine life early in the morning with
preparing breakfast. At this time, solar radiant heat is not available in appropriate
amount. During the solar noon (from 11:00 AM to 15:00 PM), one dish for the
lunch and one dish for dinner (such as pulses or rice) are prepared by solar cooking.
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Table 8 Cooking schedule of different households in Moradabad [109]
Family

Time of cooking

A (05
members)
B (07
members)
C (07
members)
D (06
members)
E (08
members)
*shows the

Cooking by solar cooker

Breakfast (7:30–8:00 h), lunch*2
lunch*2 (10:00–13:00 h) and (13:15
up to the ﬁnishing of one dish for
(12:30–14:00 h), dinner*2 (19:00–
dinner)
20:15 h)
lunch*2 (10:00–12:45 h) and (13:00
Breakfast (7:30–8:15 h), lunch*2
(12:30–14:15 h), dinner*2 (19:00–
up to the ﬁnishing of one dish for
20:15 h)
dinner)
lunch*2 (10:15–12:45 h) and (13:10
Breakfast (7:30–8:15 h), lunch*2
up to the ﬁnishing of one dish for
(12:30–14:15 h), dinner*2 (19:00–
dinner)
20:15 h)
lunch*2 (10:00–12:30 h) and (13:00
Breakfast (7:30–8:00 h), lunch*2
*2
(12:30–14:00 h), dinner (19:00–
up to the ﬁnishing of one dish for
20:15 h)
dinner)
lunch*2 (10:15–13:15 h) and (13:30
Breakfast (7:30–8:25 h), lunch*2
*2
(12:30–14:15 h), dinner (19:00–
up to the ﬁnishing of one dish for
20:15 h)
dinner)
number of dishes to be cooked for both lunch and dinner

h–

h–

h–

h–

h–

For this, a dish cooker, a box cooker, or an especially designed solar cooking unit
can be used. A solar dish cooker is more efﬁcient than a box cooker to cook the stuff
which requires high temperature (potatoes, eggs, meat). On the other hand, box
cooker is used for pasteurization of milk or water, for cooking rice or pulse, etc.
Other cooking materials are prepared by biomass or kerosene (such as chapatis,
some dry vegetables, or other stuff required hard boiling or deep frying).
Table 8 shows the cooking schedule of ﬁve different families in which three
from rural area (families A, B, and C) ‘Naya-Gaon’ and two from the town (families
D and E) in Moradabad district. This table demonstrates the time of cooking and
use of solar cooker by particular family. It is also clear from Table 8 that the people
from rural and urban areas use the solar cooker only for cooking two dishes, i.e.,
one for the lunch and one for dinner.

3.3

Energy Savings Through Solar Cooking

Estimation of energy savings through the use of solar cookers is a simple exercise in
which the amount of fuel saved per year by solar cooking is calculated. These
savings depend on the efﬁciency of solar cooker, design parameters of cooker,
ambient parameters during solar cooking as well as the nature of substance to be
cooked inside the cooker. For this exercise, a survey-based research is necessary by
considering some basic assumptions with the effective cooking time. Let us assume
that a simple household of 5 family members uses an electric oven (1200 W) for
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cooking, then what would be the amount of electricity consumed for cooking? This
can be simply estimated by knowing the cooking pattern of the same household.
Assumptions are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

For a single dish, the amount of electricity is consumed 0.25 kW.
For a single dish, the amount of LPG is consumed 0.20 L.
A single dish means 600 g of vegetables or cooking substance (not non-veg).
Solar cooking is performed during the sunshine hours.

Now, for the estimation of electricity consumption by considering the cooking
pattern of the said household:
Electricity consumed for cooking breakfast, the lunch, and dinner by
oven = 1 kW,
Electricity consumed for cooking the light snacks by oven = 0.25 kW.
Electricity consumed on ideal conditions by oven = 0.10 kW.
Total electricity consumed for cooking by oven = 1 kW + 0.25 kW +
0.10 kW = 1.35 kW.
If the electricity connection is through the hydel board of electricity, then the
cost of total electricity consumed is (by ` 4.40/unit) around ` 6.00. It means that the
monthly bill is around ` 180 for cooking on electricity.
Similarly in the case of LPG, the estimation of LPG consumption by considering
the cooking pattern of the said household is:
LPG consumed for cooking breakfast, lunch, and dinner by LPG
stove = 0.50 L.
LPG consumed for cooking the light snacks by stove = 0.10 L.
Total LPG consumed for cooking by stove = 0.50 ltr + 0.10 ltr = 0.60 L.
If the LPG connection is through the authorized gas agency by government, then
the cost of total LPG consumed is (by ` 32.50/unit) around ` 19.50/-. It means that
the monthly bill of LPG is around ` 604.50/- for cooking.
From Table 8, it is shown that a solar cooker is feasible to cook the two dishes
per day, i.e., one for lunch and one for the dinner. Now, one can accept that the
electricity consumption for cooking -two dishes is 0.50 kW (from the assumptions)
and the price for this amount is ` 2.20/day which can be ` 66.00/month or ` 742.00/
year. Similarly, for the LPG the saving amount will be ` 13.00/day and this will
around ` 390/month or ` 4680/year. But these savings are not the actual because it
includes the PBP of the cooker. If one has to estimate the net savings of fuels or the
amount which is spent to buy the cooking fuels, then the PBP of the cooker has to
also be estimated and subtracted from this savings amount.
The PBP of the cooker can be calculated by considering some economic factors
as follows [110]:
h
Log
N=

h
i
− Log ððEx −− MyÞÞ − Z
h
i
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Alternatively, the PBP of the cooker can also be estimated by a simple formula
without considering the various additional cost such as inflation rate, interest,
maintenance cost [111]:
Payback Period =

Manufacturing cost of solar cooker
Cost of energy saved per year

By this way, the net savings can be easily estimated through the solar cooking at
any place. By this way, people who used biomass fuel for cooking and heating can
not only save the limited fossil fuels but also some amount of money, some amount
of time, and obviously their health also. Besides this, one can also estimate the
annual CO2 emission by using the different conventional fuels with the help of
following formula [112], which produced while cooking on conventional fuels:


MWco2
CO2 emission = FC ⋅ OFfc ⋅ CCCfc ⋅ HHVfc ⋅
MWc



4 Hybrid Systems for Solar Drying and Cooking
Solar hybrid systems are those systems which operate on more than one fuel or
input. The optimum design has been selected according to the need and ambient
conditions to get desired output. In solar energy systems, electricity (AC or DC) is
commonly used as second fuel in most applications. The great advantage of the
system is that it can also work in night or under poor climatic conditions. These
systems are more efﬁcient in comparison with pure solar thermal systems and can
be used at any location of developed or developing countries. Although many
households use more than one cooking fuel for cooking such as LPG + kerosene,
LPG + electricity, electricity and biomass, LPG + electricity + solar energy,
LPG + solar energy, as the people are convenient or due to availability of fuels or
resources in their particular region.
Another advantage is that the baking, frying, water or room heating, and
high-level drying are also possible with these systems. If we talk about solar cookers,
then this practice is more convenient to box cookers in comparison with dish-type
solar cookers. Dish-type solar cookers require a continuous tracking of the sun;
therefore, the position of the cooker is changed repetitively, but box cookers are
installed at one place and there is no need to change the position; hence, second fuel
is easily supplied than a dish cooker. Heat is supplied through an electric coil
(sufﬁciently of 10 W) beneath the solar collector from the grid supplied electricity or
from the photovoltaic modules by means of battery storage. In designing solar
thermal hybrid cookers or dryers, the metal of solar collector is generally copper.
The heat in this system is highly controllable, and around 91% heat is supplied to the
substance in the cooking vessel (in case of cooker) or around 80% supplied to the
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substance to be dried (in case of dryer). Overall, solar hybrid systems are more
convenient to operate as well as for savings of fuels or to reduce CO2 emissions.
In daily practice of solar cooking and drying, it has been observed that the using
solar cooking or drying, systems alone are low in efﬁciency and fully depend on
sunshine conditions. To overcome this problem, a hybrid solar cooker-cum-drying
system was developed in Costa Rica by Nandwani [113] for cooking and baking of
almost all edibles. As per the convenience of the consumer, the cooker can be
shifted to the electrical input during or before the cooking. An electric back plate of
1500 W was used for heating up the cooking vessels to cook the food. Hussain
et al. [114] had carried out experiments in cloudy days for cooking by incorporating
an electrical coil beneath the solar collector plate inside a solar hybrid cooker.
Through this mechanism, the cooking was possible in low ambient conditions in
Bangladesh. In comparison with Nandwani’s model, the present model consumed
only 900 W of electricity. The model also satisﬁed the ﬁgures of merit for box
cookers [115]. Later on, Chaudhuri [116] had estimated the required electrical back
for a SBC. However, BIS does not specify any standard for hybrid solar cooker, but
it was concluded that 160 W of electrical backup is sufﬁcient for cooking in a SBC.
Besides this, all of the authors [113–116] did not specify the design speciﬁcations
of cookers, cooking methodologies, cooker size, or anything about the cooking
stuffs that were considered for performance evaluation of hybrid model (Fig. 13).
Later on, Nandwani [117] had designed and tested a multipurpose (four in one)
solar hybrid device for cooking, drying, and water heating-cum-distillation unit in
Costa Rica. This device uses the electrical energy and solar energy to operate.
Experimental studies were carried out for each one operation of the said device such
as; cooking, drying, pasteurization and distillation and obtained thermal efﬁciency
of the box as a cooker was 23% as a dryer it was 32.3% and as a still it was come
out to around 27%. Ali et al. [118] had developed a hybrid solar cooker as a
substitute to conventional energy and to reduce the environmental pollution. The
cooker was operated on electricity and solar energy simultaneously. A matrix of
parabolic reflectors was used to boost up the solar irradiance and thereby thermal
efﬁciency. The performance of the hybrid cooker was evaluated with the help of

Fig. 13 A Hybrid solar multipurpose device [117]
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energy balance equations. The system was feasible to reduce the cooking times in
low ambient conditions. Joshi and Jani [119] had developed a small PVT box
hybrid cooker with the help of ﬁve solar panels of 15 W each. During the experimentation, the value of ﬁrst ﬁgure of merit (as per BIS) was found to close as per
standard. Efﬁciency of the cooker was around 38%, and the estimated cost was
around ` 7200/-, which can be reduced for consumers who already have solar
panels for solar lights, etc.
Solar food drying is another form of solar food processing in which the heated air
by solar energy is used to dehydrate food for storage and consumption. In conventional method, some thin slices of the substance are placed outdoor on a
well-ventilated surface or on the rooftop of buildings for drying through hot air
produced by solar irradiance. The heated air flows over the surface of the food stuff
and carries a large amount of heavy moisture contents present in food through
natural convection. For an advance option, these thin slices are placed in an
enclosure or closed drying cabinets that utilize solar energy with forced convection
methods in which mass flow rate is controllable (because the system operated on
electricity or on PV modules). This method of drying is more effective in comparison
with open sun drying, the system is easy to design and maintain, and food is quite
safe from animal and birds attacks. By this, the substance or food got dehydrated
with a high rate in less time. The quality of food stuff is not affected anyhow.
About storing of the dried stuff, clean plastic freezer bags (or glass jars with tight
lids) are quite safe and promising for a heavy duty and can be simply transported.
They can also be labeled or tagged with a code or date. All the packed stuff should
be periodically checked special for weevils (a small and clean insect) or webbed
cocoons. If the insects found, then pasteurization method can be adopted to kill the
weevils. Before cooking the dried and stored food stuff, it should be hold for
15 min in hot water (70–80 °C) for a safe and healthy cooking (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 A solar-cum-biomass drier (hybrid dryer) [121]
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Akyurt and Selcuk [120] had developed a prototype solar food dehydrator
(tunnel type) in which bell peppers and sultana grapes were dried at various mass
flow rates. An additional auxiliary heating system was integrated with drying unit
for a continuous operation. Economic analysis also showed that the present system
can also be undertaken for an effective drying of fruits and vegetables. Prasad et al.
[121] had developed a solar-cum-biomass hybrid dryer which performed on natural
convection for drying of turmeric rhizomes. The objective of the experiment was to
reduce the consumption of petroleum fuel or electricity, especially in rural areas.
The system was found adequate to supply the hot air around 60 °C. The system was
found for a good satisfaction comparatively with open sun drying. The overall
efﬁciency of the drying unit was around 29%.
Ferreira et al. [122] had experimentally discussed that hybrid solar dryers are
good option to reduce the drying costs of food in comparison with conventional
solar dryers. It was also discussed that hybrid dryers (solar energy + electricity)
improve the quality of dried product because of the controlled thermal drying state.
Obtained results were in the favor of solar hybrid dryer for drying of banana slices
in comparison with natural sun drying and artiﬁcial drying. Hossain et al. [123] had
developed a hybrid solar dryer which consists of a concentrating collector, heat
storage, drying unit with auxiliary unit. The system was tested in different operating
conditions for drying 20 kg fresh tomato slices for different physical characteristics
and flavonoids. The maximum efﬁciency was achieved around 29%. It was
observed that this efﬁciency can be increased by 5–6% by using a solar reflector. It
was recommended that if tomato is dried at 45 °C of the hot air, then no pretreatment is necessary to prevent infectious growth. Amer et al. [124] had designed
and constructed a new hybrid solar dryer with a heat exchanger. Water was used as
heat storage media which release the stored heat at night or in poor ambient conditions for drying light substances with the help of electric heaters. The maximum
efﬁciency of the drier was achieved by recycling around 65%. The system was
feasible to provide the hot air about 40 °C more than ambient air. The experiments
were conducted for drying of 30 kg of banana slices. The physical characteristics
were found better in comparison with open sun drying (Fig. 15).
Lopez-Vidana et al. [125] had developed a solar-LPG hybrid drier with an auxiliary heating mode. The signiﬁcance of design parameters was noticed to be affected
through variations in input to the system. Mass flow rate was measured as a major
parameter that affects energetic efﬁciency very much. The thermal efﬁciency was
noticed as 26%, while the drying efﬁciency was noticed maximum for 71%. It was
concluded that the system was found satisfactorily operating for drying tomatoes.
Reyes et al. [126] modiﬁed and tested a solar hybrid dryer integrated with PV panels
and a phase change material. The system was tested for mushroom drying in the form
of thin slices (8–12 mm). The thermal efﬁciency was noticed as between 22 and 62%,
while the efﬁciency of accumulator panel was noticed maximum for 21%. The PCM
had a signiﬁcant effect on the thermal efﬁciency of the system. Yaseen and Al-Kayiem
[127] had utilized the thermal energy of flue gas from a biomass unit to develop a
hybrid solar thermal drying unit. The system was tested for a day and night performance through a hybrid mode and thermal mode alone. The system was integrated
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Fig. 15 Hybrid dryer test rig
[127]

with an additional recovery drier for an optimum design and effective performance in
poor ambient conditions. The results showed that the overall drying efﬁciency was
around 13% with recovery drier. The novelty of the hybrid system was its recovery
unit which enhances the overall efﬁciency of the system to be 30%.

5 Thermal Analysis of Solar Cookers
Thermal performance of solar cookers depends on many parameters: climatic
parameters such as solar irradiance, wind velocity, ambient temperature, as well as
design parameters such as shape, size, material of collector, number of glazing,
vessel design, insulation, selective surfaces; in general terms, three parameters are
essential for experimentation:
1. Time–temperature curve of cooker at ideal conditions (i.e., no load);
2. Cooking duration for variety of foods;
3. Time required for a ﬁx volume of water up to boiling temperature.
A complete thermal analysis of solar cooker is quite complex because of 3D
transient heat transfer involved. Solar energy cookers are the topic of research for
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the last 160 years but yet now there is no standard thermal rating is available for
solar cookers.

5.1

Thermal Performance of Box Cooker

With the help of the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics and the energy balance equations
for the box cooker [101], energy input can be estimated as:
Ein = Iavg ⋅ Asc
while the energy output (on load conditions) for the SBC can be estimated through
above equation as:
Eo =

mw cp − w ðTwf − Tif Þ
t

Now, having the value of above parameters in above two equations, one can
easily estimate the value of thermal energy efﬁciency of the present system by:
ηth =

m.cp ⋅ ΔT
t.Iavg ⋅ Aap

Along with this, the cooking power has been estimated by [128]:

Psbc = m.cp

Twf − Tiw
600



Equation for cooking power is divided by 600 to account for the number of
seconds in each 10-min interval as per recommendation [128]. The ﬁgures of merit
(F1 and F2) for the box cooker suggested by Mullick et al. [129] had computed by:


Tp − Tamb
F1 =
I



where I (W/m2) is the insolation on a horizontal surface (taken at time of stagnation
testing)
2
1−
mw cp − w
F1 ln4
F2 =
Asbc t
1−



3

1 Twi − Tamb
F1
 I 5
1 Twf − Tamb
F1
I

Now, heat transfer coefﬁcient can be obtained by:
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Q
τ.I .A
 U  =  avg p 
Ap Tp − Tf
Ap Tp − Tf

Overall heat loss coefﬁcient has been obtained by summing the top loss coefﬁcient and bottom loss coefﬁcient [130], while the side losses are assumed
negligible:
2
UL = 4 
1
εP

5.2

2.8
1
Nc0.025

+ εc

 + 0.825ðxm Þ
−1

0.21

3

0.2 ki

b
+ aVwin
− 0.5 NC0.95 − 1 5 Tpm − Tamb
+
ti


Thermal Performance of Dish Cooker

During the experimentation on dish-type solar cooker, examining over a minute
time interval during the sensible cooling of fluid or water, the total time taken dτ for
a drop of dTw (–ve) in water temperature is [131, 132]:
dτ = −

ðMCÞ′w dTw
ðMCÞ′w dTw
=−
QL
At F ′ UL ðTw − Ta Þ

Now assuming UL and Ta are constant during the cooling test, the equation for
total time taken can be integrated over the ‘τ’ during which the Two falls to Tw:
τ= −


ðMCÞ′w
ðTw − Ta Þ
In
′
ðTwo − Ta Þ
At F UL

Now rewriting the equation, we get
ðTw − Ta Þ = ðTwo − Ta Þe − τ

̸ τo

where the time constant for cooling can be obtained by:
τo = ðMCÞ′w ̸At F ′ UL
Now, during the sensible heating, the time taken (dτ) for a temperature rise
(dTw) of water is:
dτ =

ðMCÞ′w dTw
∙

Q
u

=

ðMCÞ′w dTw
F ′ ½Ap Ib ηo − At UL ðTw − Ta Þ
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Now, if the insolation (Ib) and Tamb are constant over a ﬁxed interval of time (τ),
then the above equation can be integrated over (τ) for a water temperature rise from
Tw1 to Tw2 and given as
2
τ = − τo In4

F ′ ηo −

F ′ UL
C

F ′ ηo −

F ′ UL
C




Tw2 − Ta
Ib
Tw1 − Ta
Ib

3
5

Now, with the help of above equation, the cooker parameter (F’ηo) can be
obtained as:
2
F ′ ηo =

′

F UL 6
4
C

Tw2 − Ta
Ib



−



Tw1 − Ta
Ib

1 − e−τ

e − τ ̸ τ o 3
7
5

̸τo

Now, the time required for sensible heating can be obtained by rewriting the
equation for the cooker parameter (F’ηo) as:
2
6
τboil = τo In4

3
1
1−

F ′ UL
F ′ ηo

−

1
C



100 − Ta
Ib

7
5

6 Thermal Analysis of Solar Dryers
There are various design and types of solar dryers such as natural circulation dryers,
mixed mode solar dryers, and forced convection-type solar dryers. Energy balance
equations are much helpful for the thermal modeling of the system or to estimate
the necessary parameters such as heat transfer coefﬁcient, heat loss coefﬁcient, food
temperature, moisture evaporation rate, heat utilization factor, coefﬁcient of performance [133, 134]. One can easily estimate all those parameters if the design of
system is known, say if the system is a solar cabinet dryer or shelf-type dryer.
The efﬁciency of a solar energy dryer can be obtained through the ratio of energy
consumed for moisture evaporation by the substance (to be dried) to net input
supplied energy to the system as [135]:
ηd =

md ½Mo − Mτ .λ
S.Asc .τ

The system efﬁciency for a natural convection solar dryer can be obtained by
[136]:
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WL
IAsc

The system efﬁciency for a forced convection solar dryer can be obtained by
[136]:
ηs =

WL
ðIAsc + Pf Þ

The system efﬁciency for a hybrid convection solar dryer can be obtained by
[136]:
ηs =

WL
ðIAsc + Pf Þ + ðmb .LCVÞ

Speciﬁc energy consumption is another major factor and can be obtained by the
given relationship between useful thermal energy for evaporation and unit mass of
moisture [135]:
Specific energy consumption =

Qu
½md ðMo − Mτ Þ

Now, for the estimation of annual thermal energy that is required for drying the
substance, the following equation can be used

Qu, ann = 365


f .Nd
.Qu
τ

Another important characteristic for solar food drying process is the drying rate.
When a food product is continuously heated at constant moisture content, then its
vapor pressure is increased. The moisture flow rate is proportional to its vapor
pressure transformation with environment due to crop resistance to moisture flow.
Following are the two main drying rate regimes [137]:
(a) Constant drying rate—In this, drying of the object takes place from the surface
(simply the evaporation of moisture contents from free water surface). This
drying rate mainly depends on the environmental or surrounding conditions,
and only the nature of the substance (hard or light stuff) affects this.

dw Km Asc
AðTa − Ts Þ
=
ðPv − Pva Þ = Kf
dt
L
Ro T
(b) Thin-layer drying—It can deﬁne as the drying rate that is only dependent on the
physical characteristics of seed, i.e., type and size of seed, moisture contents,
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and drying temperature. Now, by rewriting the constant drying rate equation,
we get

dM
ðPv − Pva Þ
Km Asc ðPv − Pva Þ
=−
=−
dt
ð1 ̸ Km Asc ÞRo T
Ro T
Drying rate may also be expressed from the equation of thin-layer drying, such
as [138]
dM
= − kðMt − Me Þ
dt
Now, the moisture contents present in the food substance or product to be dried
at any time ‘t’ can be expressed as:

Wi − Wd
Mt =
Wd

7 Conclusion
The present chapter focuses on the solar food processing and cooking methodologies in some developing and developed countries. Many types of cooking fuels
are available, but still biomass covers a major portion of various households which
generates a lot of pollution and cause ﬁre accidents. To overcome problem, solar
cooking is a good option that not only saves the fossil fuels but also a promising
candidate for safe cooking. Also, solar food processing found to be the most
accessible option for the people and hence the most widespread processing technology. Solar energy is used for drying the food or other products by keeping them
under open sun conditions or some cabinet or greenhouse-type dryer. Under the
sunlight, some notable thermodynamically or chemically process takes place and
the moisture of the product is evaporated by means of solar irradiance and natural or
forced convection.
In the present work, various models of solar food processors, solar dryers, and
solar cookers have investigated theoretically and their testing analysis. A solar
cabinet dryer has been found superior among the various models for a fast drying of
products, while the box cooker was found a more appropriate solar energy application for clean cooking because of low thermal losses in comparison with dish
cooker. Solar air heater has been observed as an important key element for large
size of solar dryers where the high mass flow rate is essential for the product for
drying. The natural convection-type solar dryer is found suitable in remote rural
areas because of economic and easily accessible. Hybrid-type solar dryers or solar
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cookers are found more efﬁcient (multipurpose, high efﬁciency, minimum losses,
and working in low ambient conditions) in comparison with conventional systems
because of performing on additional energy source along with solar energy.
The performance analysis of both the systems shows the thermal behavior of
both the systems under various testing conditions. This analysis is very helpful for
the readers to design an efﬁcient solar dryer, food processor, or solar cooker.
Besides this, the energy saving analysis will also support the readers to develop a
cost optimized solar system.
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